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The Post-Amerikan Bloomington IL 
Anyone can be a member of the POST 
staff except maybe Sheriff King. All 
you have to do is come to the meetings 
and do one of the many different and 
exciting tasks necessary for the smooth 
operation of a paper like this. You start 
work at nothing per hour, and stay there. 
Everyone else gets paid the same. Ego 
gratification and good karma are the 
fringe benefits. 
Decisions are made collectively by staff 
members at one of our regular meetings. 
All workers have an equal voice. The 
Post-Amerikan has no editor or 
hierarchical structure, so quit calling 
up here and asking who's in char_ge. 
Anybody who reads this paper can tell 
the type of stuff we print. All worthwhile 
material is welcome. We try to choose 
articles that are timely, �elevant, 
page 2 
informative, and not available in other local media. 
We will not print anything racist, sexist, or ageist. 
Most of our material and inspiration for material 
comes from the community. We encourage you, 
the reader, to become more than a reader. We 
welcome all stories and tips for stories. Bring 
stuff to a meeting (the schedule is printed below) 
or mail it to our office. 
These meetings are held at the Post-Amerikan 
office, and if you'd like to come, call us. The 
number is 828-7232. You can also reach folks 
at 828-6885. 
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MEETINGS (Assume they begin at 6:30 
unless it says otherwise. ) • 
Friday, October 14 
Friday, October 21: Potluck 
Friday, October 28 
Wednesday, November 1: DEADLINE 
Friday, November 3: Layout Begins 
Sat. & Sun., Nov. 4 & 5: 
LAYOUT, beginning at noon 
Tuesday, November 7: Stuff new papers 
Friday, November 10 
You can make bread hawking the Post--15¢ 
a copy� except for the first 50 copies on 
which you make only 10¢ a copy. Call us 
at 828-7232. 
Mail, which we more than welcome, 
should be sent to: The Post-Amerikan, 
P.O. Box 3452, Bloomington IL 61701 
(Be sure you tell us if you don't want 
your letter printed! Otherwise, it's 
likely to end up in our letters column.) 
Beat High Food Costs with New Co-Op 
Shopping in a supermarket here in the twin-
ci ties is becoming a real challenge. With 
supermarkets' beautiful displays and soft 
music, a person tends to overspend. However, 
with the state of our economy--high utility 
bills, clothing costs and poor public 
transportation--folks can't afford to overspend 
at the fancy supermarkets. Especially with 
winter coming on, folks are going to have to 
cut back spending. 
One solution in sight is buying food more 
cheaply than you can in supermarkets. This 
alternative to supermarket shopping coud.d 
be organizing a food co-op o� food conspiracy. 
In one book, The Food Conspiracy Cookbook, 
the author, Lois Wickstrom, says, "When a 
group of people want to buy food cheaply, but 
don't want to pay rent or salaries or have a 
store, and are willing to work, they have a 
food conspiracy • • • •  The food conspiracy 
movement includes people who want an 
alternative to supermarket shopping and 
desire direct control of the kind and quality 
of food they eat, as well as its price," 
Ms. Wickstram· states that, "buying clubs and 
co-ops are other names for this (food 
conspiracy) kind of organization, but they 
UMBERS 
If you would like your service or organ­
ization's number listed, call us up at the 
Post-Amerikan office at 828-7232. 
Alcoholics Anonymous 828-5049 
American Civil Liberties Union 452-4831 
Community for Social Action 452-4867 
Dept. of Children and Family Serv. 829-5326 
Dept. of Health, Ed. & Welfare (Social 
Security Admin.) 829-9436 
Dept. of Mental Health 828-4311 
Gay Action/Awareness Union (community) 
828-6935 
Ill. Lawyer Referral Service 800-252-8916 
(toll free) 
Kaleidoscope 828-7346 
Lighthouse 828-1371 
McLean County Health Dept. 829-3363 
McLean County Mental Health Center 
827-5351 
Men's Rap Group 828:6935 
National Health Care Services (Abortion 
Assistance1 Peoria) 691-9073 
Occupational Development Center 828-7324 
Operation Recycle (after 5130 p.m.) 452-8530 
PATH (Personal Assistance Telephone Help: 
also # for Parents Anonymous) 452-4422 
Planned Parenthood 827-8025 
Post-Amerikan 828-7232 
Project OZ 827-0377 
Public Aid 829-7057 
Rape Crisis Line (through PATH) 452-4422 
Small Changes Alternative Bookstore 829-6223 
Sunnyside Neigh. Center 827-5428 
Unemployment Compensation/Employment Office 
827-6237 
(co-ops) also apply to groups with paid 
managers, store fronts and profits." 
Now in this sense consumer cooperatives have 
been happening since 1844. In Rochdale, 
England, a cooperative of 28 weavers formed 
a mill to help themselves keep alive amidst 
the industrial revolution and to preserve the 
art of weaving, 
Gloria Stern in her book How to Start Your 
Own Food Co-op talks aboutmany cooperative 
ventures, from consumer co-ops to producer 
co-ops. These cooperative ventures have been 
working since the early nineteenth century. 
Ms. Stern states in her book, "There have 
been no consumer Co-ops that have.managed to 
survive without some underlying philosophy to 
pull them through problems. It may be the 
very simple idea that is occurring to people 
nowc that in order to mitigate the endless 
need for higher wages to cover higher prices, 
they have to handle some of the rising 
distribution cost themselves, either through 
their own cooperative labor or management." 
There have been times when co-ops have thrived 
more than they do today in Bloomington-Normal. 
During the 30's Depression crunch, people 
really had to watch their money carefully, 
and a co-op thrived here during that period. 
If you're an avid �ost-Amerikan reader, 
you'll remember our article in May about a 
co-op that existed early in the twentieth 
century in this community. 
In January 1972, People's Food was formed and 
had a thriving membership for over three 
years. However, like a lot of co-ops and 
BLOOMINGTON 
Book Hive, 103 W. Front 
Eastgate IGA, at parking lot exit 
The Joint, 415 N. Main 
Medusa's Bookstore, 109 W. Front 
The Back Porch, 402 1/2 N. Main 
The Book Worm, 310 1/.2 N. Main 
South West Corner--Front & Main 
Mr. Quick, Clinton at Washington 
Downtown Postal Substation, Center & Monroe 
Bl. Post Office, Empire & Fairway (a,t exit) 
DeVary's Market, 1402 W. Market 
Harris' Market, 802 N. Morris 
Hickory Pit, 920 W. Washington 
Biasi's Drug Store, 217 N. Main 
Discount Den, 207 N. Main 
U-I Grocery, 918 W. Market 
Kroger's, 1110 E. Oakland 
Bus Depot, 523 N. East 
Park Store, 909 S. Allin 
The Wash House, 609 N. Clinton 
Apache Junction, 204 s. McClun 
Small Changes Bookstore, 409A N. Main 
Lay Z J Saloon, 1401 W. Market 
Pantagraph Building (in front) 
Mike's Market, 1013 N. Park (in front) 
IWU, 1300 block of North East Str:eet 
volunteer controlled ventures, People's Food 
fizzled out. 
Now, finally, I've reached the point in this 
article where I've been heading for hours, 
The purpose of this whole article is to see 
if some energy to use, work, organize another 
food buying conspiracy is floating around 
this community, At the bottom, side or 
middle of this article, you'll find a coupon 
to clip out and send to us (Julie and Jane). 
This coupon is just asking your name and 
address and phone to see if we can find out 
if there are some folks in the community 
interested in this food-conspiracy/co-op 
idea. If you've got ideas, send them along. 
Bi-Rite, 203 E. Locust 
Man-Ding-Go's, 312 S. Lee 
K-Mart, at parking lot exit 
Bonafide Gas, 914 E. Oakland 
Dairy Delight, Main & Miller Sts. 
Mel-0-Cream Doughnuts, 901 N. Main 
NORMAL 
University Liquors, 706 W. Beaufort 
Pat's Billiards, 1203 S. Main 
Redbird IGA, 301 S. Main 
Divinyl Madness Records, 115 North St. 
Mother Murphy's 111 1/2 North St. 
Ram 101 Broadway Mall 
Hendren's Grocery Store, 301 W. Willow 
Alamo II Bookstore (in front) 
The Galery (in front) 
South East Corner, University & College 
New Age Bookstore, 101 Broadway Mall 
Co-op Tapes & Records, 311 S. Main 
Bow ling and Billiards Center, ISU Student Union 
Cage, ISU Student Union 
Midstate Truck Plaza, Route 51 North 
Upper Cut, 1203 1/2 �· Main 
Dairy Queen, 1110 S. Main 
Normal Community High School, 303 Kingsley 
Eisner's, East College Avenue (near sign) 
OUTTA TOWN 
Galesburg: Under The Sun, 437 E. Main St. 
Peoria: That Other Place, 901 NE Adams 
Springfield: Sijoon River Book Co-op, 407 E. Adams 
Pontiac: Semmens Drug Store, 123 Madison St. 
Urbana: Horizon Bookstore, 517 S. Goodwin 
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Corn Belt c_onquest reaches city park 
The Withers Public Library building was sold 
last month to the Corn Belt Bank for $100,000, 
but the bank has plans for the public park 
next door as well. 
The Withers Park will be temporarily expanded 
when the Withers building is demolished and the 
land on which it sits is filled and planted 
with grass. The bank plans to destroy the old 
library building by Dec. Jl, and to leave the 
site vacant for J-5 years, until it gets ready 
to expand its present building. 
Any new bank building will be set back 25-J5 
feet from Washington St., affording the public 
a better view of Withers Park, according to the 
proposal submitted to the library board by Corn 
Belt Bank President Harry M. Petrie. 
How thouehtful. 
These, however, are not the only plans the bank 
has for Withers Park. It has proposed a trade­
off to the city council. The bank will take 
over maintenance of the public park, if the 
city agrees to construction of two walkways 
running through the park, from Washington St. 
to the bank's parking lot on Jefferson St. 
One of these sidewalks would run diagonally 
from the corner of Washington and East to the 
northeast corner of Withers Park. The other 
will parallel East St. on the east side of the 
bank's new building. 
Jeff Williamson, assistant city manager, told 
the Post-Amerikan that the city council 
informally agreed to the bank's proposal at a 
work session in September. 
Both Williamson and assistant park director 
Keith Rich agreed that the city has never 
turned over maintenance of a city-owned park 
to a private corporation before. 
The Panta.graph reported that the city elected 
to retain rather than sell the park, but that 
is wrong. The terms of the will which gave 
·withers Park to the city prohibit the 
property's sale unless another park of equal 
size is created in the immediate vicinity, 
according to David Stanczak, the city's 
corpo�ation counsel. 
So the city didn't choose not to sell the 
park; it could�'t sell it. 
But the city has chosen to use public park­
land for the benefit of a private business. 
Thanks to the city council, Withers Park may 
be destined to become no more than a 
decorative, green plaza for the Corn Belt Bank. 
--Amanda Ziller 
ABOVE: Withers Park remains one of downtown's only open spaces not paved over for a 
parking lot. Under terms of a will, the City can't sell the park. But an agreement to let 
the Corn Belt Bank build sidewalks across it may be the beginning of the park's conversion 
into the bank's private plaza. 
BELOW: With its year by year acquisition of territory on its block, the Corn Belt Bank 
owns almost all the land bordering Withers Park. After the City vacates the alley, only 
two parcels remain independent of Corn Belt's control. 
WITHERS 
PARK 
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What's the difference here? 
At left, a privy-like traffic con­
trol box sits at Regency and 
Washington Street, right in front . 
of east-side offices owned by dentist 
Martin Wieland. 
At right, an identical outhouse­
like traffic control box sits on 
West Wood Street, even closer to a 
nearby building, a private home. 
Prompted by complaints from the 
irate east side dentist, the entire 
Bloomington city council traveled to 
Washington·and Regency for an. 
inspection of the offending box. 
They all agreed it looked like an 
outhouse. 
Council members did not visit the 
west-side box. 
The council agreed to spend $1500 to 
$2000 to get rid of the traffic 
c?ntrol box spoiling Dr. Wieland's 
view. While waiting for the smaller, 
less offensive box to arrive, the 
privy-like one must stay. But the 
city has agreed to paint the box 
to match Dr. Wieland's office trim. 
No plans were announced to move the 
box on Wood Street, nor do the 
nearby residents get to choose its 
color. 
No concentrati on of "riff-raff" 
Downtown 
Bus riders no longer 'enjoy the convenience 
of a central bus transfer center in downtown 
Bloomington, thanks to the city's obediance 
to the unjustified snotty whims of downtown 
merchants. 
Instead of a transfer center--a central 
location where all buses stop and where 
riders can transfer to any other bus--the 
city council Sept. 26 approved a plan of 
"random stops." Beginning Oct. 17, the four 
stops are spread throughout the central 
downtown area, Riders now must walk up to 
two blocks to change buses. 
A special task force was assigned to find 
a transfer center location acceptable to the 
city, the bus system, and downtown merchants. 
It failed. Every plan acceptable to the bus 
system was vetoed by store owners, who didn't 
want bus riders hanging around in front of 
their businesses. 
Of course, there is no written law that says 
the city council must bow to the town's 
merchants, The city council chose to give 
in to the downtown businesses-.----
The "random stops" plan was callfed a 
compromise. Riders get bus stops near the 
old Courthouse, but they must give up much 
of the extra convenience and service the 
transit system planned to offer when new 
routes begin operating soon. 
Until merchants stopped it, the downtown 
bus transfer center was one element of the 
transit system's master plan for new bus 
routes and schedules that are to begin 
soon, transfer centers with plexiglass 
shelters in downtown Bloomington, downtown 
Normal, and at Eastland Shopping Center were 
planned as anchor points where several bus 
routes would intersect. The buses were to 
arrive at transfer centers at the same time, 
to minimize waits for transferring. 
The shelters have been erected in downtown 
Normal, but construction has been delayed in 
Bloomington while merchants pushed for a 
transfer center location which would keep 
the unsavory "riff-raff" furthest from their 
stores. Under the new "random stops" plan, 
shelters will be erected at only a couple 
of the downtown Bloomington transfer points, 
The new plan will force riders to scamper 
from one stop to another to make a transfer. 
Pete Weber, transit system manager, says 
that passengers can ask drivers to use their 
two-way radios to hold a bus while the 
passenger hurries the block or two to the 
transfer point. But passengers will have to 
know about the 1 radios in advance, and the 
drivers--under heavy pressure to keep tight 
schedules--will not like waiting, New 
riders will have a hard time figuring out 
where to wait for which bus, and drivers 
won't like to constantly answer riders' 
questions about schedules and directions. 
The transit system's plan for convenient, 
simultaneous transfers is now impossible. 
New bu_s_ stops 
If buses must wait as long as it will 
take some of the system's more frail, 
elderly riders to walk two blocks, tightly 
timed schedules will be thrown way off. 
And if drivers keep their schedules, some 
passengers will miss their transfers. The 
alternative: give up the plan for 
simultaneous arrivals and departures. 
"It's a giant step backward," one bus 
driver told the Post-Amerikan. "We're 
just going back to the plan that didn't 
work before." 
trans fer center history 
Since the spring of 1977, downtown 
Bloomington's bus transfer center has been 
located--against the will and vote of bus 
riders--on the south side of Front Street 
at its intersection with Main Street, 
Before it was switched to Front, the transfer 
center had been in the 100 block of North 
Main, in what was always called a temporary 
location. 
In late summer, 1976, the city council 
prepared to decide on a permanent location 
for the downtown bus transfer center. 
To determine the preference of bus riders, 
the transit system conducted a poll. For 
a full week, riders were asked their 
opinions about three possible transfer 
center locations, They are listed as sites 
A,B, and C in the accompanying diagram, 
J£FFERSON 
COURTHOUSE 
FRONT C 
Site B was the temporary location which bus 
riders were already accustomed to. Site A 
was especially safety conscious: by running 
buses on one-way streets on two sides of the 
Coµrthouse, riders didn't have to cross a 
street. 
riders' vote ignored 
Of 459 bus riders who voted, 248 chose site 
B, and 188 chose site A. Only 6 percent--
29 riders--chose site C, yet that's the 
location city council members chose in 
August 1976. 
After all, just because bus riders want a 
transfer center close to the Courthouse 
\...._ __ _,) t=:J u 
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The black rectangles on thisdiagram represent the spots 
where buses stop downtown, beginning October 17. 
businesses 
square is no reason to put it there. 
Especial-ly when the Downtown Council, a 
private lobby for downtown merchants, 
favors putting the bus riders as far away 
from their stores as possible. Some of the 
Downtown Council's more powerful members 
view bus riders as sleezy types who don't 
have any money to spend anyway. 
Of course, when they voted to move the 
transfer center to Front Street, city council 
members pretended they were interested in 
safety. 
But when the transfer center on Front was 
put into use in April 1977, bus drivers were 
forced to drive both unsafely and illegally. 
illegal turns 
Buses picking up riders at the center and 
then turning north onto Main were violating 
a traffic law which forbids the crossing of 
two lanes of traffic to make a turn within 
200 feet of an intersection. 
Confronted with this daily condition of 
unsafe and illegal bus driving, city council 
members were still reluctant to move the 
transfer center to a spot which did not 
require illegal driving. 
Transit officials pressed for a solution, 
and riders grumbled about the new location, 
one they had never wanted in the first place. 
A group of 25 bus riders unhappy with the 
new location even gathered to protest at a 
meeting of the transit system board, 
At that meeting, the transl t system chair­
person, Robert Tate, blamed the mess on the 
city council and the downtown merchants 
whose desires were directing the council. 
Tate even hinted that bus riders should 
organize and protest to the city council. 
The Pantagraph report of that meeting 
quotes an unnamed source who said that 
Downtown Council members complained that 
" 'undesirable characters' lurked outside 
the stores while waiting for the bus." 
To these uptight, snobby merchants, the south 
side of Front Street is an excellent location 
for the bus riders. There are no businesses 
on that side, and the stores on the north 
side are small and not influential in the 
Downtown Council. Some of the large 
merchants and bankers who dominate the 
business lobby even feel that some of the 
Front Street businesses are as undesirable 
as bus riders, and so belong with them, 
But the large majority of bus riders want a 
more central location--nearer the 
concentration of businesses around the 
Courthouse square and North Main. In 
addition, riders are used to shelter while 
waiting for the bus, Although the transit 
system planned to erect plexiglass shelters, 
they are unheated, If the transfer center 
stayed on Front, bus riders would be 
literally out in the cold, no matter how 
harsh the winter weather. 
As bus drivers continued to make illegal 
turns from the transfer center, transit 
system officials pressed the city council to 
find a solution. For a group who had claimed 
to choose the Front Street site for safety 
reasons, the city council was unusually 
reluctant to correct a traffic pattern which 
was so unsafe that it violated the law, 
As the situation persisted without action, 
the transit system board of trustees 
threatened to resign unless something was 
done. 
Z CAM'T' SEE T"HIS FUSS A8WT PUSUC "'r'RA"'51T-
8US SERVICE� Novr.DAYS EVElYSOllY HAS A CAR.! 
veto bus 
The only solution was to move the transfer 
center (like maybe where the bus riders 
wanted it in the first place?) or change 
the patterns of one-way and two-way streets. 
In hearings on the possible street changes, 
downtown business people were overwhelmingly 
opposed. Since Mayor Buchanan had summarized 
the city council's viewpoint when he said, 
"As far as I'm concerned, downtown 
b usinessmen have complete veto power," the 
plan was quickly scrapped, 
So the city council set up a special "Task 
Force" to come up with a proposal. Chaired 
by Ron Smith of the Association of Commerce 
and industry, the task force also 
represented two other influential business 
lobbies: The Downtown Council and 
Bloomington Unlimited. Representatives from 
the city, the regional planning commission, 
and the transit system also participated. 
In the end, the group decided not to have 
a transfer center at all. 
In his final report to the city council, 
task force chairperson Smith said that the 
old temporary location, (site B), the one 
most favored by bus riders, was "not 
really considered after our first meeting." 
There was too much opposition from nearby 
businesses, 
Two alternatives discussed would have 
placed a bus transfer center on the square. 
But Roland's and Klemm's were so opposed 
that the plan was dropped, City Manager 
Bill Vail told the Post-Amerikan. Owners 
transfer center 
Bus riders will no longer enjoy the convenience of transfering 
to any bus at one central spot. Thanks to downtown businesses, 
riders now must walk up to two blocks to transfer. 
the transfer center completely • • •  , " Tate 
then suggested the "random stops" plan. 
But even the four particular stops Tate 
suggested did not make it through the 
special task force, Both the People's 
Bank and the National Bank asked f or--and 
5 
"As far as I'm conc erned, downtown businessmen 
have complete veto po.w er." 
It's bad enough that merchants want to 
kick bus riders out of downtown, It's 
even worse that their organizations-­
like the Association of Commerce, the 
Downtown Council, and Bloomington 
Unlimited, are not embarassed about 
pushing these snobby, class-prejudiced 
views, What's worst of all is that the 
city council obeys these business owners. 
·people'with unpopular opinions are often 
dismissed--especially by city council 
· 
types--as being only a "small but vocal 
minority." 
--Bloomington Mayor Richard Buchanan, 
quoted in the Daily Pantagraph. 
of those stores did not want to risk bus 
riders waiting inside .their stores in bad 
weather. 
After the task force bowed to Roland's and 
Klemm's wishes, the executive committee of 
Bloomington Unlimited put forward its plans 
move the center another block west on lt'ront, 
pushing the bus riders even further from 
downtown's central core. 
Transit System Chairperson Bob Tate 
responded to the business sector's proposal 
with a curt reply; that made it clear he 
was disgusted. Tate went on to say, "If 
all the other proposed sites are to be 
eliminated because of pressures from 
the merchants and property owners, the 
only workable alternative is to eliminate 
Women Move A gainst AT&T 
OOB--Around 200 women at Michigan 
Bell have filed a discrimination 
suit against AT&T. The suit charges 
that women are under-paid by as 
much as $3000 per year compared to 
men's salaries. 
By a 1973 agreement with the Justice 
Department, AT&T was granted 
immunity from discrimination suits 
in return for paying $36 million 
in back wages to women and.minority 
workers. The women filing the suit 
contend that the '73 settlement 
has done nothing to equalize present 
salaries and opportunities for 
promotion or transfer. 
Cheating Bosses Set Record 
Bosses cheated more workers of wages 
between Oct. 1, 1976, and March 31, 
1977, than during any other 6-month 
period since the Fair Labor Standards 
Act went into effect 39 years ago. 
Bosses underpaid 328,000 workers of 
a total of $58. 7 million during those 
six months, according to the U.S. 
Department of Labor. 
The underpayments were violations of 
the minimum wage and overtime laws 
and of the Equal Pay Act which 
requires equal pay for equal work, 
regardless of sex, race or whatever. 
received--changes in the bus routes. 
With four separate bus transfer points in 
downtown Bloomington, the "undesirable 
characters" that businesses find so 
detestable are spread out all over downtown, 
instead of concentrated in one place. The 
theory must be that while more businesses 
will have bus riders nearby, their lesser 
concentration will be more tolerable. 
The four stops finally approved by the city 
council, and set for use beginning Oct. 17, 
are shown in the diagram in the lower left 
corner of the facing page. 
When you compare the percentage of 
downtown businesspeople to the entire 
population, or even compare their �umbers 
to the number of bus riders who voted to 
keep the transfer center near the old 
Courthouse, you come to the same 
conclusions 
The Association of Commerce, the Downtown 
Council, and Bloomington Unlimited represent 
a very small, but very vocal, minority. 
But it's a minority that gets what it wants. 
--Mark Silverstein 
n 
Former Post reporter sues police and wins! 
Galesbure; store owner and publisher Mike Richardson won $2,000 
September 2=' j_n settlements from two suits charging two 
Galesbm·� area lawmen with false arrest. Operator of a head 
shop/gift shop called Under The Sun, Richardson has also 
published the Galesburg Free Voice since April, 1976. He 
contributed articles to the Post-Amerikan under the title 
Galesburf� Correspondent before starting his own paper. 
Richardson 0;;e:c'. a Galesburg cop and a Knox County Deputy for false 
arrest after an incident at George Wallace's campaign appearance 
at Galesburg's airport in March, 1976. 
On March 12, 1976, Richardson and a few friends arrived at the 
airport with signs accusing the Alabama presidential candidate 
of racism. Before Wallace even showed up, a band of his 
supporters attacked the demonstrators, beating them and tearing 
up their signs. 
As soon as the first Wallaceite thug knocked the protesting 
Richardson to the ground, Knox County Deputy Mark Schearer 
jumped in, or really, jumped on. (See photo.) 
Instead of going after the swinging Wallace supporter, who 
had moved on to knock down and beat another protester, the Knox 
County deputy sat on Mike Richardson. 
Only a week before, a letter Richardson had wri�ten criticizing 
Deputy Schearer had appeared in the Galesburg daily paper's 
Mailbox column. 
At the demonstration, Galesburg police Captain Jerry Friend 
arrested Richardson for "aggravated battery." Friend pretended 
that he thought Richardson was one of the Wallace supporters 
who had kicked a State Trooper. At the same time, though, 
Captain Friend was berating Richardson for picketing Wallace. 
(The Police Captain accepted an orchid from Mrs. Wallace that 
day.) 
The police rushed Richardson down to the police station on the 
"aggravated battery" charge, and only when Wal lace was safely 
back on his plane did the police "realize" that they were 
holding the wrong man. 
(The Wallace supporters were arrested for disorderly conduct 
and paid $25 fines.) 
Within a few months Richardson filed two false arrest suits, 
and acted as his own lawyer. He did all the legal research 
himself. 
He had problems, since his complaints were thrown out of court 
several times because they weren't written the way lawyers are 
supposed to write them. But he hit the books, learned the 
mumbo-jumbo, and finally drew up complaints that suited the 
judge. 
At times when his complaints were thrown out, Richardson tried 
to hire private attorneys to pursue the case, without any luck. 
They did not think a false arrest suit had any hopes of winning, 
Richardson said. 
Richardson's suit was set for an Octa ber jury trial when the 
insurance company for the City of Galesburg offered to settle. 
Richardson agreed to settle for $1000 on each count of false 
arrest, giving him a total of $2, 000. 
Richardson views his victory as evidence that people should not 
be taken in by the mystique of lawyers, He succeeded in acting 
Knox County Deputy Mark Schearer sits on Mike Richardson at a 1976 
airport demonstration against George Wallace in Galesburg. Richardson 
sued for false arrest, and won $1000 from-Schearer, and an additional 
$1000 from a Galesburg police captain. (Galesburg Register-Mail photo) 
as his own attorney armed only with perseverance and a bare 
minimum. of legal training: a couple courses in a junior 
college. 
Accepting the $2, 000 out-of-co�_ settlement means that both 
sides of•the suit sign a paper saying that neither side is 
admitting guilt. But that'$ just for the courts, According 
to Richardson, even the lawyer for the police believed the 
police were in the 
... _ .... _,, 
"I hope that this settlement will be a warning to all police 
for all time that abuse of the police power will not be 
tolerated, and this applies to unscrupulous MEG agents as 
well," Richardson said, 
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Extra bucks for bank 
from· housing? 
7 
If the City of Bloomington decided on October 10 
(after this Post went to press) to help the future 
residents of a retirement village get lower rents, 
Bloomington Federal Savings and Loan Assn. will 
reap a substantial extra profit--probably as much 
as $3 million. -
Presbyterian Housing Program Inc. already had 
financing to build Westminster Village, a housing 
complex for retired people. So a city council 
decision to use its bond-issuing power to help 
the developers get cheaper financing has no ef­
fect on whether the housing is built. 
But with city help Presbyterian Housing would 
save about $2. 5 million through the city's 
ability to get lower interest rates on its loans. 
The developers promise to pass their savings 
onto the village's 246 elderly renters, in the 
form of lower rents, $25 a month lower. 
According to Presbyterian Housing's figures, the 
tenants as a whole would save about $73, 800 a 
year if the city issues $6. 6 million in bonds to 
pay for part of the village. But the lender fin­
ancing the project--Bloomington Federal--would 
make an extra profit averaging $75, 000 a year, 
according to Post-Amerikan calculations. 
The reasons for Bloomington Fed's extra bucks 
are the usual financial tricks: 
According to City Manager William Vail, Bloom­
ington Federal will hold the mortgage on West­
minster Village whether the city issues the 
bonds or not. 
If the city is not involved, and if the mortgage 
carries the usual 9% interest rate, Bloomington 
Fed will receive about $17. 8 million in interest 
over the course of a 40-year mortgage. Th� 
savings and loan would pay taxes on that money, 
leaving a profit of about $12. 5 million. * 
But if the city issues bonds for Westminster 
Village, those bonds will be tax free--which 
means Bloomington Federal would pay .!!£ 
taxes at all on the interest it receives. By 
not having to pay taxes, Bloomington Fed can 
save millions of dollars. Part of this savings 
would be passed on to Westminster Village by 
lowering the interest rate on the mortgage to 
8%. ** 
Remember that if the city is not involved, Bloom­
ington Fed stands to profit by about $12. 5 million. 
But the savings and loan would receive about 
$15. 4 million in profit if the city issues the bonds, 
according to Presbyterian Housing's figures on 
the interest rates. 
That's a $3 million bonus to Bloomington Fed­
eral's owners--just because the city wanted to 
help retired people get lower rents. 
City Manager Vail supports this windfall profit 
for Bloomington Federal because he wants to 
help the middle-class people who will live in 
Presbyterian Housing. He says the renters 
will be "average working people. What's our 
Footnotes. 
*Bloomington Federal's after-tax profits were 
figured by using the Wall Street Journal's 
estimate (June 1977) that average corporations 
pay about 30% of their profits in federal taxes. 
**Presbyterian Housing figures the interest rate 
will be 8% on city bonds, instead of the 9% on a 
regular mortgage. That's how it figured it would 
save $2. 5 million (or $25 per month per tenant 
for 40 years). City Manager Vail, in a Post­
Amerikan interview, spoke of a 7. 5% interest 
rate on tax-free bonds, but he was probably 
thinking of regular municipal bonds--which 
carry a lower rate of interest than do bonds of 
the kind that would be used for this project. 
goal? To make everybody poor enough to get 
into public housing?" 
Vail has a good point: retired people do have 
a hard time making ends meet. Even though 
the people who will live in Westminster Village 
will be better off than the poor sod who's worked 
45 years only to wind up trying to scrape by on 
pitifully low social security benefits, the village's 
renters deserve a break. They've been exploited 
all their lives by the big corporations, too. 
But does that mean the city should issue the 
bonds? 
The Pantagraph doesn't think so. It argues that 
the city shouldn't risk its credit rating (in case 
The council didn't ask any embarassing questions 
like that even though Robert Lenz, the attoqiey 
for Presbyterian Housing who's pressing for the 
deal, is known to have a number of ties with 
Bloomington Federal. 
But what gets me most is this: 
Every time the government tries to help one 
group of people (like elderly renters) it winds up 
giving extra profits to somebody (like Blooming­
ton Fed's owners) who already have far more 
than enough. And everybody else loses because 
"That's a $3 million hon us for Bloomington 
Federal's owners--just because the city 
wanted to help retired people get lower rents" 
Westminster Village goes bankrupt) since the 
city will get the retirement village anyway. 
That's a rotten argument: it puts money (the 
credit rating) before people. 
The city council is hesitant about the bond issue 
too--but not because Bloomington Fed would 
get an extra $3 million. 
The council knows about the extra bucks because 
City Manager Vail wrote to it, in a memo dated 
Sept.1: "There would also no doubt be some 
profit to the lending institution, in this case 
Bloomington Federal, as the money they would 
be loaning Presbyterian Village would be earn­
ing tax free interest. " 
Still, the council votl:)d 3-1 Sept. 19 to give 
tentative approval to the bond issue. It reversed 
itself, 3-2, on Sept. 26, and made its final de­
cision Oct. 10. But the council probably never 
even asked how much extra there was in the 
deal for Bloomington Fed. 
of the lost taxes (on tax-free interest) and the 
lost services they would have had for those 
taxes. 
As near as I can tell, this whole process only 
makes t.hings worse. The rich are richer and 
almost everybody else is poorer. 
Well, remember what the city manager said 
about "making everybody poor enough to get into 
public housing"? It looks like he's right, no 
matter whether the city helps pay for housing or 
not. 
He's right about something else too: 
"They've got the money and you need money to 
do anything, " Vail told the Post. "Of course, 
they're going to get something for it." 
That's the problem. Precisely. 
--D. L. and M.S. 
THE NEW VOICE: 
The Voice of 
the Working Class 
publis hed biweekly 
Available at THE BACK PORCH (Bloomington), SMALL CHANGES BOOKSTORE (Bloomington), 
or through Illinois Friends of The New Voice 
P.O. Box 824 
Bloomington, IL 61701 
Also published by THE NEW VOICE (TNV) and available through 
Illinois Friends are the following pamphlets: 
IMPERIALISM TODAY: 
AN EC 0 N 0 MIC ANALYSIS-----------------------2 5 c 
THREE AR TICLES ON THE BRIBE __________________ 25c 
(Exposes the theory that the American working class is "bribed") 
THE ISSUE O F  FREE SPEECH ________________ _____ 25c 
(Why the working class opposes free speech for racists like William Schockley) 
REVOLU TIONARY STRATEG Y IN THE u.s. 
__________ 
25c 
DEFEAT THE NA TIONAL QUESTION LINE IN 
THE U.S. AND UNI TE TO FIGHT RACISM 
_____ 
$1.00. 
FIGHT THE CRISIS ----------------------- ---- -----3 0 c 
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"I was asleep and I heard something. 
• • •  He came in the window of'f' the 
porch through the kids' room • • • •  I 
wandered around f'o� a minute 
looking around. I was standing in 
the kitchen when he came in. 
"He started not making any sense at 
all and wouldn't explain what he was 
talking about. 
"He picked up a knif'e. He stabbed 
me. I tried to get away f'rom him. 
"There were pop bottles next to the 
ref'rigerator. He picked one up and 
I think he just broke the f'irst one 
on the f'loor. Then I was going f'or 
the door and he had hold of' me--I 
was yelling--and then he broke one 
on the sink and had it up to my 
throat and he said, 'If' you scream, 
I'm going to cut your throat.' 
"He started telling me he was going 
to kill me. 
"And then he just started beating me 
with his f'ists. I didn't really 
know how to get out of' the apartment 
because I couldn't get the kids out 
any way except past him. 
"So I didn't really know what I was 
going to do and I was trying to talk 
to him to settle him down, but he 
was too f'ar gone. 
"We moved into the living room and 
he had me down on the couch and he 
was trying to cut me with the bottle. 
I'd try to get up or move away f'rom 
him or something and he'd kick me in 
the mouth and then he told me that 
he was going to kill me, and he came 
at me with the bottle and I must 
have put my f'oot up or something 
because he cut me across the f'oot. 
How th� section happened 
Reporters on the Post-Amerikan started 
writing these articles af'ter we f'ound 
out about a particularly startling 
(f'or us anyway) case of' physical 
brutality to a Bloomington woman, a 
case which was worsened by the 
outrageously insensitive and bungled 
handling by police and court 
authorities. 
We realized that such beatings are 
relatively common happenings, and in 
a certain sense are not "news." But 
the very f'act that such beatings are 
commonplace is itself' a heavy indict­
ment of' the social conditions which 
make wif'e-beating common.' 
The f'eminist movement has become 
increasingly aware of' wif'e-beating, 
seeing it-- like rape-- as one of' the 
direct, physical ways that women are 
oppressed. Until recently, both rape 
and wif'e-beating were ignored by the 
media and by "authorities,'' and they 
are still largely hidden problems. 
Women began creating rape crisis 
centers to deal with a problem no 
existing agencies or authorities were 
dealing with well. 
In the same way, women have also begun 
opening "saf'e houses," temporary 
shelters f'or women beaten by their· 
husbands or lovers. 
So af'ter accidentally running into 
the story of the Bloomington woman's 
ordeal with the courts, the police, 
and her ex-boyfriend, we wanted to 
put her example into a more complete 
context. 
That's why we also wrote about 
battered women in general, the growing 
mov€ment to build saf'e houses, the 
reaction of' police and prosecuting 
attorneys, the reasons women stay with 
men who beat them, and what the 
dif'ferent social service agencies in 
Bloomington-Normal say about the 
problem. 
Coming. to Terms 
Post-Note: In several places in these articles 
about battered women, we've used the term 
"wife-beater" to refer to men who physically 
abuse women they've been in an intimate 
relation ship with. We're using the term wife­
beater to include husbands, boyfriends, and 
ex-husbands and ex-lovers for simplicity, 
because there's no other one term that is short, 
understandable, and generally used. 
"That started making pools of' blooq 
all over and I told him,· 'Look, I'm 
really bleeding and I need to go to 
a hospital • . • •  ' 
"Then I saw car lights, and I knew 
it was the police, but they didn't 
come to the door. 
"I convinced him that -the police 
were out there and that eventually 
they were going to come to the door. 
He walked me over to the window and 
looked out and they were just 
standing out there with their 
f'lashlights in the street • • • .  So I 
convinced him that if he took of'f' 
out the window through the back yard 
he could get away. 
dSo he took of'f' out the window." 
The woman telling this story is 19, 
lives in Bloomington, and has two 
children. For about a year and a 
half', Tracy (not her real name ) was 
struck by her boyfriend, and some­
times beaten up. 
Local police, the state's attorney's 
office, and social service agencies 
couldn't keep Barry (not his �al 
name, either) f'rom returning again 
and again to harass and abuse Tracy 
f'or a whole month af'ter she had 
kicked him out of her apartment-­
even though Tracy signed battery 
charges against �arry twice before 
the stabbing incident. She had also 
tried to sign trespass or other 
charges against him, with no success. 
Many women, tied by marriage, 
emotion, children, or financial 
dependence to men who physically 
abuse them, never try to make the 
men leave, although many of' these 
women try to make the men stop 
beating them. 
Tracy, however, tried every way she 
knew to keep Barry away from her. 
She might as well have been trying 
to �ake the sun shine at night. 
In the Beg:nning 
After Tracy had been through a 
divorce, Barry impressed her as "the 
most mellow guy I'd ever met in my 
life." 
But J3arry had a drinking problem and 
was in frequent trouble with the law 
-�public drunkenness, f'orgery, 
f'ighting, etc. During their first 
months together, when Barry got hurt, 
angry, f'rustrated, and drunk, he 
would break windows. After a while, 
though, he started to hit Tracy--but 
only when he was drunk. 
After each incident, Barry would be 
sincerely sorry and hurt about what 
he'd done. Both of' them thought 
af'terwards that each time he hit her 
would be the last. Tracy says that 
"when he's all right he's the nicest 
person that you'd ever want to meet." 
'THIS FALL � \JHY NOT CATCH UP ON YOUR. R'AP.lNCr1.'' 
-the 6' .. . . :Jl''4: ." a1f1jj 
·:·:·:::::::·.:.;:;:;t)\/:: ::;::::;:::·:·:· 
t\AIN ST. 
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Woman • • Nowhere to Turn 
Finally , though , Tracy and her young 
child moved out , ar.d she and Barry 
saw each other less . 
In the spring of 1 9 7 6 , while Tracy 
was pregnant with Barry's child , he 
was picked up on drug charges and 
extradited to Florida . When he 
returned in the autumn of 1 97 6 , 
things went real well between Tracy 
and him , and they lived together 
again . 
But on Feb . 1 7 ,  19 7 7 , Barry was 
arrested for a heroin sale and a 
marijuana sale he'd made to MEG 
agents a year earlier . He was in 
jail until March 2 ,  when Tracy 
borrowed $1000 to get him out on 
bond . 
And then things started to get bad 
again . Things were all wrong for 
Barry , and he began to lose control 
more and more . More and more often 
he wasn't able to make any sense 
when he talked . He began to hit 
Tracy even when he wasn't drunk . 
Tracy later discovered some . hypodermic needles , and looking back , 
she thinks Barry was probably 
shooting up some kind of drug as 
early as March . 
THE DEAL 
Drug Bust 
THE DEAL: Wha t ' s a corp s e  c ompared 
to a drug bust? 
How many things can you think o f  
that are more important than pro­
tec ting somebo dy ' s  l ife ? 
Is bus ting people for drugs one o f  
them'? 
In the adj o in ing s tory, about the 
repeated battery o f  a woman , we 
rep ort that S tate ' s Attorney 
Ron Dozier admitted getting Barry ' s  
b ond reduced to the amount he had 
a lready put up . Although he knew 
tha t  Barry had been beating Tracy, 
Dozier got Barry out o f  j ail so 
that he could work undercover for 
the Normal.police, se tting peop le 
up and making drug buys . That was 
in May . 
To fo l l ow Barry ' s development from 
woman abuser to narc , we need a 
quick flashback . 
Barry was b u s te d  on two drug sales -­
one of them heroin--in Feb . '77 . 
While out on $ 1000 bond (put up 
by Tracy) , he hit Tracy and took 
her car Apr i l  30 . Dozier p er s on ­
�lly OK'J Tracy s igning battery 
and criminal trespass  charges 
that night, whi c h  was when he 
.learned of Barry's history of 
violence . He a l s o  learned that 
Tracy wante d  noth ing more to do 
with Barry. 
B arry was arres te d  b y  Normal 
p o li ce on April 30 , and spent the 
weekend in j ail on the b attery 
charge.  He got out on personal 
recognizance bond May 2. That' s 
a l s o  the day he made two drug buys 
for Normal ' s  fledg l ing undercover 
drug s quad. 
On May 3, Barry skipped a c ourt 
hearing on his heroin charge. A 
warrant was is sued, and the j udge 
ins tructed that Barry ' s  original 
$1000 bond was no longer enough; 
now he would need an extra thous and . 
B arry was picked up May 6, and 
s ince he didn ' t  have the extra 
thousand, he s tayed in j ail . 
Barry ' s lawyer tried to get bail  
reduced to the ori ginal thous and. 
He asked Tracy to te s tify at the 
b o nd reduction hearing, but--for 
her own s afety--she wante d Barry 
Tracy began to suspect that Barry 
would never stop beating her and 
that things would not get better . 
State's Attorney Ron Dozier: 
"I'm concerned with 
the image of my office." 
(See story on pages 12 & lJ,) 
So on April JOth she told Barry to 
leave . Barry struck her and took 
her car without her permission , and 
Tracy signed battery and criminal­
trespass-to-vehicle complaints 
against him . Normal police , who 
picked Barry up , also charged him 
with driving on a suspended license 
and illegal transportation of liquor . 
Barry stayed in jail over the weekend 
and got out May 2nd on $1000 personal 
recognizance bond . *  
(please turn the page) 
*supposedly , the purpose of making 
arrested people raise money for bond 
is not to keep them in jail , but to 
make sure they show up for their 
trials . If they don't have the money 
to post bond and there's no reason to 
think they won't show up in court , 
they can get out on personal 
recognizance, This means , basically, 
that the judge trusts them to show up 
in court, Also , if a person has to 
post bond , the amount actually paid is 
10% of the total bond . 
More Important 
Than Woman's Safety 
in, not out. S he re fus ed to te s ­
ti fy, and tried to get her $1000 
back .  ( She couldn ' t get it 
because bond was lis ted in Barry ' s  
name) . 
Meanwhile , Normal police were pre­
ssuring Doz ier to agree to the bond 
reduction, so that Barry could work 
as a narc s ome more . Doz ier agreed, 
and Barry got out again, May 13, on 
Tracy ' s  original $1000 bond . 
"It was again s t  my firs t inc l in­
ation s  to do anything at all with 
Barry, " Dozier told us . "But the 
police convinced me that he woul d 
work out all right and after 
persona lly ta lking with him it 
seeme d like he ' d  work out al l 
right. 
"And I did agree to reduce b ond, 
and as a resul t  Tracy got hurt and 
I think that that clear ly is going 
to have an impre s s ion on me any 
time in the future I ' m  every asked 
to let anybody out on reduced b ond 
to do any work for the police, " 
Doz ier to ld the Pos t-Amerikan. 
Before ge tting Barry out of j ai l ,  
Dozier lectured him about s taying 
away from Tracy and s taying out o f  
troub le genera l ly. Dozier 
threatened that i f  Barry did mes s  
up , he would b e  back in tne-county 
j ail.  · 
Like Tracy, Dozier was charmed by 
B arry ' s personal ity when sober . 
After talking to Barry, Dozier was .  
ab solutely c onvinced -that .Darry would 
s in no more ( i f  you don ' t  con s ider 
narc s inning). 
Barry ' s  personal ity and app arent on­
top -of-it-n e s s  were not all that 
convinced Dozier that Barry would 
" s traighten up . "  By narcking for 
the Normal police, Barry was going to 
ge t his probable 2-6 penitentiary 
s entence ( for the heroin s ale) re­
duced as low as 1-3. 
Doz ier s ays he was concerned enough 
about Tracy ' s  s afety to is sue a 
s tern warning to Barry. But he wasn ' t  
concerned enough to make sure he wa3 
informed if Barry did do some thing. 
And Barry s ure did do 3omc=thing . The 
day after he got out of j aiJ., Tracy 
found him passed out on ter front 
porch . She found s ome needles on 
him, and took them . When he woke 
up , he wanted them, and s he refused 
to turn them over. He beat Tracy 
again and was charged for a second 
time with ba ttery . 
The above comes direc tly from the 
pol ice report. 
Because it was an "ordinary" mi s ­
demeanor, Dozier never learned that 
Barry was in j ail,  nor was he 
informe d that a p o lice report indi­
cated that his narc was us ing 
needle s .  
Incre dib ly, Barry got out on per s onal 
recognizance bond aga in . And he 
returned to Tracy ' s apartment 
right away . That' s the night he was 
charged with disorderly conduct . 
Doz ier claims that he knew nothing 
about the s e cond battery--nor 
about the later arre s t  for dis ­
orderly conduct--until our inter­
view wi th him months afterward. 
S ince Dozier was unaware that 
Barry was violating their agree­
ment, Barry s tayed free. He s taye d 
free unti l the night he attacked 
Tracy with the Knife and broken 
pop bottle. 
Dozier finally s aw what was goin on . 
Barry never got out on bond again, nor 
did he get the lower s entence he was 
trying to "earn" by being a narc.  But 
Tracy was nearly kil led before the law 
f inal ly got Barry away from her. 
The p o l ice ' s  wi l l ingnes s  to play 
'. ' let' s make a deal" wi th a probab le 
addict at the expense of a woman ' s  
s afety is pathetic and irrespon-
s ib le enough. 
But to have a legal sys tem s o  
bureaucratic and out-o f-touch 
that Dozier--who had to be pre s sured 
into overcoming his reluctance to 
let Barry out on reduce d bond to 
"work" for the police --never found 
out that Barry returned inrrnediately 
and attacked a woman he was specif­
i cal ly told to s tay away from under 
threat of more years in prison . . . 
Why that ' s  almo s t  as outrageous as 
the p etty ruthle s sne s s  o f  the original 
deal . 
Nowhere to t Ur " The police said yes , and the neighbor did. Barry was charged with disorderly conduct--which got 
him out of the house. 
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Ba ck a n d  f o r t h 
A few days later , Barry landed in jail 
for skipping a court hearing. After a 
week , State's Attorney Dozier got him 
out so he could be a narc. (See 
ad joining. story on "the Deal.") 
On May l4 , the day after he was let 
out , Barry beat Tracy with his fists 
and a child's broomstick horse. Tracy 
signed a battery complaint , but Barry 
got out--again--on personal 
recognizance. 
Tracy had , by this time , told Barry 
again and again that she wanted him 
to leave. It wasn't that easy. 
When Post reporters talked to State's 
Attorney Ron Dozier , he said that he 
advises women not living with their 
batterers to sign criminal trespass 
charges every time the man abusing 
them steps foot onto their property. 
Yet the police told Tracy several 
times that she couldn't sign a 
trespassing complaint. 
Tracy believes that at least part 
of the reason that police were not 
helpful during her ordeal with Barry 
is that they consider her a "tramp." 
Another is the attitude of one cop 
who said , "You picked him , and now 
you're stuck with him." 
No matter what the real possibilities 
for legal action in a case like this 
are , they are usually interpreted to 
the people involved by an individual 
male cop , a cop who is very likely 
to bring his own pre judices to the 
case. These pre judices range from 
blatant sexism (the battered woman 
is a "tramp" j to cyn.foism about the 
woman's sincerity about following 
through on the charges by showing up 
in court. 
This cynicism is well-founded , 
unfortunately. Because court 
resolutions--fine or jail time--do 
not help problems of "domestic 
violence , "  especi ally when the couple 
is married , the woman frequently wants 
charges dropped before trial. (See 
"Police , Courts Solve Nothing" on an 
ad jacent page.) 
No he lp 
Throughout April and May , Tracy tried 
everything she could think of to get 
help. Both she and her mother talked 
several times to State's Attorney's 
Dozier , his assistant (Brad Murphy) , 
Barry's lawyer (assistant public 
defender Thomas Iben) , and several 
police about psychiatric treatment 
for Barry , about keeping him in jail , 
and about getting him back into jail. 
And , of course , none of this did any 
good. 
Tracy also attempted to find help 
outside the legal system. ·she called 
Lighthouse (a local agency that deals 
with alcohol and drug abuse) , but 
that agency can only take people who 
come to it voluntarily or are 
ordered there 'as part of a court 
sentence. 
In a Post interview later , Ron Dozier 
said that Tracy could have obtained a 
court order (a "restraining order) 
forbidding Barry to set foot in her 
house. But none of the authorities 
from whom Tracy sought help bothered 
to tell her about this. (And it 
probably would not have worked out. 
She would have needed an attorney , 
which co sts money she didn't have. 
She would have been eligible for legal 
aid , but so many other poor people 
have so many legal problems , the legal 
aid office is swamped , and they could 
not have been much help until next 
December or something like that.) 
May l6th , the day Barry got out on 
personal recognizance for the 2nd 
battery charge , he returned to Tracy's 
home and passed out , dead drunk. She 
called police to the house , and they 
told her that there were no charges 
she could sign. 
However , Barry had just been in a 
fight in a neighbor's yard , and 
Tracy asked if the neighbor , who 
had pressed charges against one of 
the other men in the fight , could 
also press charges against Barry. 
Barry's bond was $250. A man in 
jail with him gave Barry the $25 he 
needed to ge� out. 
The l a s t t i m e 
Finally. , in the early morning of 
May 25th , only a week later , Barry 
broke into Tracy's apartment and 
committed the horror s des cribed 
at the beginning of this article. 
After Barry fled from the apartment , 
Tracy went outside , thoroughly upset 
and bleeding , to talk to the 
Bloomington police. After hearing 
that she had signed two battery 
complaints against Barry in less 
than a month , and that Barry this 
time had cut her with a knife , beat 
her with a pop bottle , and held a 
broken bottle to her throat and 
threatened to kill her , the police 
advised her "to contact the State's 
Attorney's Office." (I quote from 
their report. The reporting officer 
was Keller; second officer was 
Bock.) 
"In a.later interview , Dozier agreed 
that the police had mistakenly treated 
Tracy's case as though it came under 
the screening policy designed to dis­
courage battery charges resulting from 
domestic fights. (See "Police , Courts 
Solve Nothing.") 
Dozier agreed that the officer's · 
report cites Tracy's two previous 
battery complaints as reasons for not 
taking her knife wounds and pop bottle­
inflicted cuts seriously. 
A cop did take Tracy to the hospital 
(and the cold , hostile ride she 
endured , panicky and hurt , was almost 
as grueso� as the beating itself,) 
The cop assured her that police would 
be out looking for Barry. 
They didn't look for him at all. 
Both Dozier and Assistant Chief Devault 
agreed , after reading police reports , 
that police were not out looking for 
Barry that night , not while Tracy was 
in the hospital , nor after she was 
taken home. 
If Tracy's parents hadn't spent the 
night at her apartment , she could have 
been beaten up again when Barry came 
back around 4: JO a,m. 
Tracy's parents scared Barry away , and 
Tracy's mother hurried to the police 
station. (Tracy didn't have a phone.) 
The cops finally sent a squad car out , 
and caught Barry a few blocks from 
Tracy's house. 
When Tracy asked one of the cops if 
they'd been out lookin� for Barry 
during the three hours since the first 
attack , he said "Of course not , "  as if 
she were crazy for asking, 
Barry was booked for aggravated 
battery- - a  felony. Bond was set at 
$25 , 000 , and he never got out of jail 
again, 
In mid-summer , Barry agreed to take a 
2 - 6  year sentence on his heroin sale 
charge , in return for all other 
charges being dropped. He was 
sentenced to the penitentiary Aug 25. 
And that was the end of that. 
Tracy's experiences as a physically 
abused woman are in some ways very , 
very different from those of most 
beaten women. Many such women are 
married to the men who beat them. 
Most of the men are not in so much 
trouble with the law. 
But one thing is the same: they 
cannot find an answer to their 
problem. 
And Tracy's feelings , too , may be 
common to many abused women: 
"I feel sorry for me , in a way , that 
all this had to happen , though I 
don't sit around and look back on it. 
But I guess I feel really sorry for 
him because I guess I did really 
love him , and I guess in so�e ways 
I still do." 
TVIO 
Post-Note: A friend of some Post 
staffers has worked with both DCFS 
and So journ House in Springfield,' We 
asked her to write about her experi­
ences with battered women . 
******************* 
In the course of my work for the Department 
of Children and Family Services, I meet and 
become involved with many different types of 
women. It seems to me that all of these 
women are abused in some way--psychologically 
abused by a sexist, racist society, physically 
abused by the hard work, hunger, and 
insufficiently-prepared-for childbirth and 
mothering which seem to accompany poverty. 
To attack all these abuses at once will take 
a revolutionary process far greater than we 
have going now, but there is one form of abuse 
these women undergo which can be dealt with 
and overcome--the physical battering which 
they have learned to accept at the hands of 
men in their own homes: husbands, lovers, 
fathers and sons. 
I'd like to talk about two different women, 
each abused by her husband. These two 
cases remind me of the "good news-bad 
news" stories. One woman, with help, used 
her power to remove herself from her 
situation; the other woman remains in her 
home, being abused at least once a week. 
I 
When I first met Marie, she was separated 
from her husband John, who had gone to 
live in another state. After running up a 
hundred-dollar phone bill, they deciaed to 
try a reconciliation. John had been 
physically abusive to Marie and their two 
young sons before, but this time he said 
that he had gone in for psychiatric help 
and promised to behave himself. He cried 
over the phone, swore he loved Marie and 
the kids, and begged to come home. 
Marie decided to give him another chance. 
When John had been home exactly four 
days, he beat Marie very badly. I went 
over to pick her up one mor!llng and when 
she opened the door I was shocked by her 
face--it was one big bruise, all red and 
swo
.
llen, and she had strangulation marks 
on her neck. She also had a perfect fist­
imprint on her back, right in the kidney 
area. I asked what had happened, and 
she pointed to John, who was sitting there 
talking on the phone as if nothing was 
wrong. The fight had started the night 
before and he had been beating Marie all 
night long. My first impulse was to start 
yelling at John, but I held back and asked 
Marie if she wanted to get out of there. 
She was more than willing, so we grabbed 
the kids and left John to his phone 
conversation. In the car, Marie told me 
that she had absolutely had it, felt that 
she had given John the last chance he 
deserved, and she really wanted out of 
her marriage. 
When a repeatedly abused woman reaches the 
point of saying "that's it," I feel that it's urgent 
to help her get on with some action. We called 
legal aid right away, and they accepted Marie 
as an emergency case that day. ( They normally 
have a two- to three-month waiting list.) 
By afternoon, her divorce papers and a restraining 
order against John had been drawn up. 
One thing we discovered which was absolutely 
incredible to me was that in order to get a 
divorce for physical cruelty, the wife has to be 
beaten up not once but tWice--"two separate acts 
of brutality." Also, if the woman has "conjugal 
relations" (sexual intercourse) with her husband 
between the two acts, that cancels out the first 
one--some checks and balances system! The 
way the lawyer got around this in Marie's case 
was to divide her all-night beating into before 
midnight and after midnight and write it up as 
two separate days. 
Marie never returned to her home again while 
John was there. She spent the first night at 
my home, another night at Sojourn House 
(Springfield's shelter for abused women) and 
finally returned home after a caseworker 
convinc'ed John to et out. 
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Women's Stories 
Even though the divorce papers and restraining 
order were written up the day that John beat 
Marie, it took the Sheriff's office 30 days to 
serve the papers on John. In the meantime he 
returned to the home twice, ripped off Marie's 
T. V., slashed up her mattress and trashed 
her house. None of our law enforcement of­
ficers would go to the home because no pap­
ers had been served. I called the city police, 
explained what John had been doing, and was 
told "Lady, as long as they're married, it's 
his T. V. and his mattress, even if the wife 
does pay the rent. " A neighbor of Marie's 
called the city and county police while John 
was beating down the door and trashing the 
house, and both a�encies refused to re-
spond. 
After this stuff had been going on for about 
three weeks, the process-serving department at 
the county sheriff's office told Marie that it 
had lost the papers ! 
At this point I called the sheriff's office and insis­
ted on speaking directly to the sheriff. He was in 
a meeting, but, incredibly, he called me back. I 
told him the whole story, including the fact that 
John was now threatening to shoot Marie. He 
didn't actually promise me much over the phone, 
but the papers were strangely relocated that after­
noon, and the process server called to reassure me 
that they would be served. 
Marie was so frightened by this time that she moved 
to another town to hide herself and the kids from 
John until the divorce hearing--another 30-day wait. 
John found out where she was staying and continued 
to harass and threaten her by phone. 
One agency which was very helpful and supportive 
through this whole ordeal was Springfield's new 
legal aid office, the Land of Lincoln Legal 
Assistance. The people there are very active on 
behalf of their clients, explain all procedures in 
terms that anyone understands, and push for the 
best settlement for the woman1-nd kids. 
Finally, the divorce hearing date arrived. Marie 
was a nervous wreck, and John showed up to make 
one last obnoxious stand, but his accusations were 
so phony and his. answers to his income and work 
history so pitiful that he came out very subdued. 
Unfortunately, John's income has been so low that 
Marie was awarded only $100 a month child support 
for two kids. After the judge heard all the stuff 
John had pulled, he threw in a permanent 
restraining order that prevents him from even 
calling her. 
As soon as the hearing was finished, we went out 
for a celebration lunch and tried to convince 
Marie that it really was all over. We also let 
her know that everyone was proud of her for keep­
ing herself together through an incredible hassle. 
********************************************** 
My other story doesn't have nearly as nice_ an end­
ing as the first one, but it's a lot more typical of 
what usually happens to abused women, at least 
the ones I come in contact with. 
Betty is about 30, and married f or the second time. 
She has two older children from her first marriage 
and two babies by the second husband. She lives in 
the oldest public housing project in Springfield, and 
is frightened of her neighbors and her neighorhood. 
She is the sister of one of my clients, who told me 
several times about the brutal beatings Betty's hus­
band Sam ives his wife at least once a week. He 
beats her with his fists on her temples and the 
back of her head, bounces her off walls, kicks her 
repeatedly and chokes her. 
The police will never come out when someone fin­
ally calls them; they say they don't get involved in 
husband-wife fights (what they don't say but prob­
ably mean is especially In the housing projects). 
One day I was looking for my client and found Betty 
instead. She ran across the street, hopped in my 
car with her eight-month-old baby and wailed 
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''Would you please help me?" Her eyes were both 
black and swollen, she had huge lumps on her tem­
ples, and her voice was hoarse because she had 
violently been choked. 
I asked her what she wanted to do and she was 
ready to leave Sam but had no money and no place 
to go. She was also worried about her kids, be­
cau· · · policeman had told her that if she left 
Sam .· ·e would have to leave her two babies with 
him because they were "his. " (The policeman was 
lying.) 
First I drove Betty to the Children and Family Ser­
vices, where I could get absolutely no help for her. 
One of the male case workers said "She always 
goes back to him--she loves that stuff and we're 
sick of her." He told me to take her home and 
dump her off, but I just couldn't do it. We got her 
neighbor to watch the baby and I drove her over 
to Sojourn House. 
��� r)� -}k-�-j � 
There, for probably the first time in her life, she 
sat in a room, with four sympathetic, interested, 
women and told her story. They were already 
overcrowded, but they promised Betty that they 
would welcome her and her kids at any time. 
They wanted her to stay that night, but she was 
uncertain and confused and decided to return 
home. 
That was over two months ago, and Betty still 
hasn't left Sam. She did threaten him with di-
. vorce and he straightened up for a while. But 
is now beating her again. One new and hopeful 
sign is that she has remained in contact with 
Sojourn House and has said several times that 
she wants to go there. The workers there al­
ways listen, encourage her to come, and hope 
that someday she will. I really don't know all 
of the things that make Betty stay with Sam and 
"take what she has coming" (her phrase). My 
guess is that what she has seen of society and 
experienced at the hands of state agencies has 
made her more frightened of facing the world 
alone than of living with a man who brutally a­
buses her. 
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Battered Women: Police, 
Battered 
Women 
P· 5 of 8 
Many battered women turn first for help to the 
criminal justice system, a system so powerful that, 
not very long ago, it could take two years out of a 
person's life for smoking marijuana. 
What do local criminal justice officials say they 
can do to stop the physical abuse of women by 
husbands and lovers? 
Not much, basically. 
Post reporters talked to State's Attorney Ron 
Dozier and Bloomington's assistant police chief, 
Lewis Devault, about battered women generally 
and about the Bloomington woman's story 
we cover in this section specifically. 
Both Devault and Dozier taked at length about the 
impossibility of solving the problem of battered 
women within the legal process. 
De Vault's main argument was that if the woman 
being beaten is determined to find a solution, 
she will find it. And she will probably find that 
pressing charges against her husband or lover 
is not the solution. 
Devault is pessimistic, perhaps even cynical, about 
the futility of pressing charges: "If the guy is 
arrested and charged, he'll usually bond out, and 
then it's up to a court case. And then once he 
leaves here, Lord knows what's going to happen 
from that point on." 
Wha t  Wo m e n  Wa n t  
State's Attorney Dozier believes that arresting a 
wife-beater for battery has a "temporary sobering 
effect," and that the guy then stops. . . .  for a 
while. (Tracy and Barry's case, of course, is a 
glaring ex!leption.) 
But once the legal process is started, Dozier : 
realizes , the courts don't help any more. If a 
wife-beater is convicted of battery, he will be 
fined and/or jailed. If the woman doesn't intend to 
leave the guy, what good does his being fined or 
in jail do her? All it means, very often, is 
that she has to work harder to make ends meet, 
because she's out $100 in grocery money, or 
worse, her man loses his job while in jail. 
(It's unforturnate that while Dozier sees that 
jail is no solution to wife-beating, folks in authority 
generally don't realize that jail is also no solution 
to drug abuse or other things people get locked up 
for. Sociological studies show over and over that 
the problems at the roots of destructive behavior 
are made worse by jail, not better. ) 
Dozier says that most battered wives don't want 
their husbands in jail. They want their husbands 
to stop beating them. Dozier's probably right. 
Dozier also says that most battered women who 
turn to police and courts don't come looking for 
their men to get fined or given a jail sentence. 
They come looking for immediate relief, which 
Dozier says the criminal justice syst em is not 
designed to provide. For one thing, Dozier points · 
out, the wife-beater gets out on bail right away, 
while the case drags on through the criminal justice 
system for months. 
But in saying the system can't provide the 
"immediate relief" battered women want, Dozier 
forgets his statement that the very filing of 
charges does have a "sobering effect" on the wife­
beater. 
Here's the key to Dozier's seeming contradiction: 
Dozier doesn't like women filing charges unless 
they will follow them through all the way through 
court. He views women who file charges and later 
drop them as a problem, despite his beliefs that 
1) filing charges brings some "temporary relief, " 
and 2) that the result of the court case--jail or 
fine for the man--does not help the situation. 
Dozier feels he looks foolish by letting women 
sign complaints that are later dropped. "I'm 
concerned for the image of my office, " Dozier 
told the Post-Amerikan reporters. 
To discourage people from filing complaints unless 
they intend to follow them through, Dozier 
instituted a misdemeanor screening policy in 
the last year. 
Previously, a battered woman could sign charges 
whenever she came to the police station, and 
have the man arrested right away--even if the 
incident occurred a couple days before. 
Under Dozier's new policy, a woman can't sign 
charges at the police station unless there is an 
immediate danger to someone's life, limb, or 
property. 
Instead, women must go through a 3 to 10 day 
"cooling-off period," have a conference with an 
assistant state's attorney (during working hours, 
of course), and convince the prosecutor that the 
case would result in an actual conviction. 
"I honestly thought that when we began misdemeanor 
screening, and we sit down and explain to these 
wives and girlfriends exactly what they were 
getting into by filing criminal charge, the number 
of court appearances they would have to make, and 
what they'd be expected to testify to, and the fact 
that we would not let them drop the charges, that 
we would rarely ever get anybody then. . . who 
didn't go through with it," Dozier told the Post­
Amerikan. 
But, as many as 50% of the women who still press 
charges, after the cooling-off period and the 
warnings, still want to drop charges against the 
men who beat them. 
"And that is one tremendous problem, " Dozier 
concluded. 
Post reporters brought up the fact to Dozier that 
so many women try to use the criminal justice 
\ 
system "improperly"--by filing charges and then 
dropping them--just because battered women don't 
have any other alternatives. 
"Yes, that's it exactly," the State's Attorney 
agreed. 
Ca s e-Ha r d e n e d  
A Post reporter, talking about the example in the 
adjoining article, pointed out that Tracy had 
finally had it with Barry, wanted him to leave but 
couldn't get any help because nobody took her
' 
seriously. Dozier was asked if he thought that 
other women in Tracy's position were similarly 
not taken seriously. 
'Tm sure that it happens, many times," Dozier 
admitted. "I'm sure that in this office it happens 
too. After a while you get an attitude--and you 
find it creeping up on you whether you Wint it to 
or not--that 'This is just another domestic 
dispute.' And you tend not to take the thing 
seriously. " 
"In the husband-wife battery situations usually the 
pattern of beating is so great that it's a little 
difficult to get overly concerned when they say 
'Well, this time he's going to come back and beat 
me,' when they've known for the last ten years 
that he's g oing to beat them again," Dozier 
continued. 
Assistant Police Chief Devault is not even sure that 
all battered women want their men to stop: "I've 
come to the conclusion, in the years that I've spent 
out there on the street, that some women really 
like this type of living. Hard to believe, maybe, 
but I do believe it. Because it's so repeated. 
"We've got families in this town right now that the 
woman, once a week, is just literally beat to hell. 
He comes home drunk, she makes the wrong(!) 
remark, and he just beats the hell out of her. It 
goes on every week. We're never brought into 
the picture at all. She accepts it. It's part of 
her married life, apparently. " 
And this is something that might not always occur 
to a straight white male: There is often a 
difference between liking a situation and accepting 
it because you know of no way to reach better 
alternatives. 
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Courts Solve Nothing 
And, of course, most authorities that a battered • 
woman will turn to for help are straight white c; 
males. She will have no emotional advocate--no 
one to say, "I understand; it is not your fault; 
don't be ashamed." 
She will be lucky if the men she appeals to even 
treat her problem as important. Devault and 
Dozier do that, at least when talking to Post 
reporters. And it's a good thing, because there's 
little else they can do. 
Aware that the criminal justice system is. 
powerless to really deal effectively with wifo 
beating, a grass roots movement to stop physical 
abuse of women is developing safe havens all 
over the country. Battered women can stay at 
places of refuge for a few days to get relief, 
counseling, support, and time to sort out their 
lives away from the immediate situation at home. 
Assistant Chief DeVault's reaction was lukewarm 
when asked about these safe houses. But Dozier 
says one is needed in Bloomington-Normal. 
Support Systems 
Why do so many people, who sh>uld know better, 
blame woman abuse primarily on alcohol abuse, 
itself another symptom of deeper social 
disturbances? Why do so many people, who shoµld 
know better, blame woman abuse on vicous cliches 
like "the woman asks for it" or "likes it" or 
"deserves it"? Or on weak but convenient theories 
like a certain type of man's supposed Dr. Jekyll/ 
Mr. Hyde personality? 
Why are people so pessimistic about the chances of 
ending woman abuse? 
Why bas no one, up until the movement for safe 
havens, had any power--money, knowledge, legal 
right--to really do something about woman abuse? 
Nobody said it, of course. Nobody we inter­
viewed--not the assistant police chief, not the 
state's attorney, not the victim--went beyond 
saying, "Law and order will not stop woman 
abuse" to ·say, "Abuse of women will not end 
until sexism ends. " 
And so, of course, no one went further: sexism 
will not end as long as a whole system of values, 
beliefs, and government which supports it goes 
unchallenged. 
Where can you go? 
When a woman is being beaten up, the most 
immediate thing she needs is someplace safe to go; 
That's what has prompted women all over this 
country--and in seven others--to set up safe 
houses, or refuge houses, to take in battered 
women and their children on a short-term basis. 
These refuge houses grow up in many ways. The 
first one was started in 1965 in Pasadena, Cal., 
by women from Al-Anon, a self-help group for 
families of alcoholics. Sometimes women's groups 
have started legal aid services, or counseling 
centers, or rape crisis services, only to find 
themselves expanding and changing into battered­
women shelter services, because the need for them 
is so great. It's so great that every time a refuge 
house opens up, it's filled to capacity and stays 
that way. The main problem safe house staffs 
complain of is not having enough space for all the 
women and children who need refuge. 
Safe houses vary a lot in the way they're organized, 
their rules, and the political beliefs of their staffs. 
What they have in common, basically, is feminism 
and not enough money. Their services are free or 
based on a sliding scale. Most of them allow no 
men. Most of them provide peer counseling and 
group discussion in an attempt to help the battered 
woman gain back self-respect and decide what to 
do next. Most of them have to struggle to stay in 
existence every single day. 
They usually start with contributions from 
individual women in a community and then try to 
get funding from foundations and government 
programs and stuff. That funding is sometimes 
hard to get and keep. First, many safe houses 
are staffed by collectives who don't fit the 
President, Vice President, Board of Directors 
blanks on grant applications, and sound too hot to · 
handle. Second, many of them can't abide the 
strings that are so often attached to grant money. 
Third, sexism is rampant--a New Hampshire 
state commission refused to allocate money for 
a safe house because such things invaded "the 
right of privacy" (the husband's, of course) and 
"these women's libbers irritate the hell out of 
their husbands" (Chicago Tribune, September, 
1977). 
If you'd like to irritate the hell out of someone's 
husband by starting a safe house here, you 
should look up Del Martin's Battered Wives 
(San Francisco: Glide Publications, 1976), 
Chapter 10 . You might also talk with staff at 
Sojourn House in Springfield and Mary Berg of 
the refuge house in Elgin. 
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!'Why do women stay with men who beat them ?" 
You can ask that question in as many tones of 
voice as there are answers. And it's those tones 
I'm going to talk about first. 
Pity, Disgust, Distaste, Confusion, Hostility, 
Righteous Indignation, Curiosity. 
These are some of the attitudes that social 
workers, cops, friends, and relatives have 
toward abused women. 
In her book Battered Wives, Del Martin presents 
one woman's reason for staying with her abusive 
husband: 
"I listened to some of my married women 
friends. They weren't being beaten, but the 
things they went through--what happened to 
them--seemed even worse to me. In spite 
of our occasional fights, believe it or not, I 
had it a lot better than they did. " 
Del Martin writes that, "This response is a 
common one and sounds eminently sane until 
one realizes that a woman may be risking 
permanent harm or even death in her occasional 
fights with her- husband. " 
I personally find it hard to judge so simply that 
physical abuse is "worse, " or more degrading 
or less tolerable than psychological and 
emotional abuse that each of us endures or 
fights e':ery day. 
And this notion--that physical abuse is somehow 
the ultimate monstrosity--helps maintain one of 
the reasons women stay with men who beat them: 
shame, guilt, the fear that someone they respect 
will find out that they have been abused and 
perhaps accepted that abuse passively for a long 
time. 
If a woman finally overcomes her other reasons 
for staying with an abusive man, she needs a 
lot of support to face the scorn that comes from 
many people who believe that she stayed for so 
long because she liked being beaten, or because 
she just "didn't have the guts" to leave, etc. 
(See "Two Women's Stories" in this section). 
A second and often overwhelming reason why 
women don't leave is money. (I'm not making any 
effort to list these in order of importance. Some 
studies have been done to see which are the 
biggest reasons why women stay, but the lists 
I've seen don't seem conclusive.) 
Child support after divorce is sometimes set 
way too low, and often is not awarded at all. 
Statistically, as the years go by, the less chance 
there is that the man will pay at all. 84% of 
those who are supposed to pay child support 
stop paying completely within four years. 
In a society in which people move around so 
much, that man on the lam gets harder and 
harder to find. 
Women are often unt:i;ained for and afraid of 
taking their place in the wage world. (And a 
curtsy in the direction of those of you women 
who pulled yourselves up by your own brastraps 
and think everybody should: Don't hoard that 
moxie--spread it around ! ) 
Like money, children are an obvious factor in 
any woman's decision whether to stay or leave. 
Some women may dec_ide to leave abusive lovers 
or husbands "for the children's sake," others 
may decide to stay for the same reason, believ­
ing that any father figure is better than none at 
all. 
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Why Battered Women Stay 
Sometimes strong emotional ties between a 
child and the abused woman's partner make 
the woman hesitate to take the child and run. 
And, of course, strong emotional ties of some 
kind--anger, pity, feelings of responsibility, 
something we might call love--still exist 
between the woman and her partner while she 
is considering whether to leave or stay. 
Often a man who doesn't want the woman to leave 
him will play upon some of the woman's affection­
ate feelings with promises of reform. A woman 
who is confused about her other options may 
believe these promises, especially if she can 
remember better days. 
The wife-beater who's trying to convince a 
woman to stay by promising to stop drinking, 
take more interest in his family, etc, has the 
widespread belief that wife-beating is caused 
by one simple problem working for him. 
Another reason that women stay with abusers 
is so obvious that it's often overlooked. Fear. 
Sometimes when a woman takes action against 
her abusive partner, the immediate results are 
worse than the original situation-. 
In many oppressive jobs, people are afraid to 
try to organize a union to change bad conditions 
because bosses can find even worse stuff to do 
to them in retalia,tion and punishment. 
In the same way, a woman who calls the cops or 
tells a neighbor about her abusive partner may 
be put back in her place by getting even worse 
conditions (more severe batterings) or less 
money to support the family. In the long run, 
of course, it would probably still be better for 
the woman to leave, but that's assuming she has 
a place to go. 
And that's another reason women stay with men 
who physically abuse them. They often don't 
know how to get any better living situation. 
Safe havens (see story on refuge �ouses in this 
section) still exist in only a relatively small 
number of U.S. Cities, although their number is 
growing. 
Parents, children, and other relatives of the 
abused woman may live far away. Also, blood 
relationship certainly doesn't guarantee support. 
Abused women may not have formed closed 
friendships in their community. This violation 
could be due to having to move around a lot 
because of job transfers, the time and energy 
involved in day-to-day household drudgery and 
taking care of children, preoccupation with 
career (her own or her partner's) and so on. 
So where to go when you -finally decide to leave 
the no-good etc. can be a real problem, espec­
ially if compounded by not having very much 
money or by having children that will have to be' 
welcome where you move. (Notice that it's not 
usually just one reason that keeps a woman with 
an abusive man. It's a regular smorgasbord: 
three for the price of one.) 
And for our last reason, there's good old--and 
I do mean old and tired--feminine socialization. 
Women are taught to feel guilty for the queerest 
things. For example, the failure of their 
relationships/marriages. 
Many battered women report that they have felt 
to blame for their own beatings. They didn't 
get this far-fetched idea all on their own with­
out any help, it must be admitted. Lots of 
people, mostly men, in "positions of responsi­
bility"--like politician, police officer, and 
pollster--would sleep a lot better at night (or 
whenever) if they could firmly convince them­
selves that the abused woman is herself respon­
sible for her problem. 
And it's sometimes easier to sell an idea to 
yourself if you've already sold it to somebody 
else. Remember Madison's ex-Judge Archie 
Simonson's ruling that the rape of a 16-year­
old female by a 15-year-old male was caused 
by the way women dress? 
IS 
With Wife-beaters 
Tracy's case (see Bloomington woman's story 
in this section) is a good example of a problem 
I bet lots of other women face. What good does 
it do you to kick your old man out if everyone's 
going to act like he's still your burden? 
Tracy's story shows that all of a sudden non­
marital relationships that are usually seen as 
"illegitimate" and frowned on can become very 
legitimate in the eyes of "the law. " 
Another thing battered women get a lot of grief 
about is not showing up in court, dropping 
charges often, etc. 
I think a lot of what state's attorney Ron Dozier 
said about the criminal justice system not being 
the place to solve "domestic disputes" (see story 
on local authorities' attitudes toward wife-beating) 
is right on the mark. (I reserve the right to 
Roots: 
Why men 
beat V1omen 
Men beat up on women because they're 
frustrated with their jobs, because of their 
perverse urge to prove their masculinity, 
and because they can get away with it. 
A lot of them feel the pressure of being 
the family's breadwinner. They can't quit 
their jobs, and their jobs don't give them 
enough money or self-respect, so they go home 
and take it out on their wives, One study 
(McKinley, 1964) found that the more job 
satisfaction and self-direction people have 
at their workplace, the less violence occurs 
in their home life, 
The idea that masculinity equals force 
pervades· our culture. Men usually act tough 
and aggressive about women, and striking them 
is just one more way to be tough. The men 
think it will give them respect, 
They get away with it because police, judges, 
and social service workers believe, deep 
down, that wife abuse. is the man's privilege 
(he can do what he likes with his own 
property) and the woman's fault (what did 
she do to provoke him?). The woman doesn't 
have the physical, legal, or cultural support 
she needs to make the man stop or to leave 
him. 
Wife beaters get away with it in spite of 
the gravity of their crime, The police act 
like calls from battered wives are a joke. 
Yet the police in Kansas City found that 
ninety percent of murders within families had 
been preceded by at least one phone call to 
the police, 
Wife beaters get away with it on a massive 
scale. A 1969 study reported violence in 64% 
of long term marriages and J6% of short term 
ones, 
Where else can a man find such a safe outlet 
for his frustrations? 
make my own conclusions about that fact, though). 
But people often don't know where else to turn, 
the htw's supposed to serve and protect, right? 
If we can spend barrelsful of money to pay expen­
sive Secret Service people to protect some 
straight white man that five people owning nine­
tenths of this great country of theirs (and the 
other one-tenth is owned by one of their sons-
in law) have decided is going to be president, 
why can't we spend a few measly bucks on 
protecting women from abusive husbands and 
lovers? 
Some people might look at it that way, anyway. 
(I might myself, even.) 
Anyway, after women make the somewhat­
understandable mistake of thinking that they 
might be able to get some protection from the 
criminal justice system, they quickly find out 
that that's not the answer. 
They realize that, as Dozier says, they don't 
really want their husbands or lovers in jail; 
they want the men to stop beating them. As 
a matter of fact, the abused women may even 
want the whole world to be a different way. 
But who do those women call the next time they 
get beat up? 
What they say about 
V1hat they d o  
The Post called some of the social service 
agencies in Bloomington-Normal to see if any 
of them offer service specifically for women who 
are physically abused by husbands or lovers. 
None do but almost all of them offer some 
services that might be helpful to abused women. 
Here are our mini-reports: 
--Rape Crisis Center. They're not trained spec-· 
ifically to deal with battered women, but they 
will. They're not sure how much they could 
really help a battered woman, but they would do 
any kind of counseling that the woman might 
want. 
The legalities of battered-woman cases are dif­
ferent than in rape situations, but the Rape 
Crisis women could call Sojourn House (a safe 
haven in Springfield) to find out things the 
woman could do. They have dealt with a couple "" 
of battery cases in the past, and would go to 
court with the woman if she wished. Call 
through PATH: 452-4422. 
--Lighthouse: They don't deal with the problem 
of woman abuse unless it comes up in a case they 
already have. 828-1371 (mainly for drug and 
alcohol problems) 
--PATH: They would deal with a battered-wo­
man call in basically the same way they handle 
all their calls. That is, they would deal with 
the woman's feelings, then make a referral, 
probably to Rape Crisis or Mental Health. It's 
less likely, but possible, that they'd make a 
referral to the police if such a desire was in­
dicated by the phone call. 452-4422. 
--McLean County Mental Health Center: They 
do outpatient counseling, so could help a woman 
look at the handling of the relationship, do 
problem-solving, etc. 827-5351. 
--Crisis Intervention Team (part of M. C. Men­
tal Health Center): They can be called at any 
time: to intervene in a crisis situation. For 
example, they could.be called at the same time 
as police if an abused woman wants to press 
battery charges. 827-5351. 
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As for Nader's claim that nuclear power is unneces­
sary, that argument is false and irrelevant. 
THAT'S fl.l<HIT/ fven 1"f nuc:lea.r 
power wa.s unnecessar� , _we11 
would shll have to h1tve 1-t .. 
You be+cha. ! 
We have 66 nuclear reactors now 
licensed to operate in the U.S. Last year they gen­
erated almost 10% of our electricity. There has not 
been a single reactor-related fatality in the genera­
tion of commercial power anywhere in the United 
States. On the other hand, between 20 and 100 
lives are lost each year for every 1000 megawatts 
of electricity generated by burning fossil fuels. 
WeLCOME1 FRtEl'Gs 1 to tk 
ope-nl:v'\� 'fOLlY\cA cf �e.. 
uV\expu.;�<jCLtec\ a..V\d. W"M.p\ete. 
Professor Petr Beckmann ob­
tained his BSc. and 
Ph.D. in electrical 
engineering from 
Prague Tt..-chnical 
University in 
Czechoslovakia, 
and soon became 
N UCL.EA1\ PoWER 
DEBATE! 
IV\. 4he f!Ro-NILC.L-EAR. C:.o"<'Y\e(' 
wea."<'i.� tll.e. horn-rimmed 9\a..sses 
Is Oc.L'l" 'neo..vy wet9h"\'J �OFi;;sso� 
f1orER- The 13ea±e.'f'-'BEC.KHA�l-3. 
So..1.J some.th.i.11.9, Pet\" 1 
l1 head of the Wave 
Propagation De· 
partmcnt at the 
Czechoslovak 
Academy of Sci­
ences, when: he 
also obtained his 
. -- Dr.Sci. degree. In· 
vited as visiting professor to the University of Colorado in 
1963, he subsequ�ntly remained there as full professi;>r. He is 
the author of numerous scientific papers and 13 books, 
among thenl the widely quoted The Health Hazards of Not 
· Going Nuclear, and a monthly newsletter, 11 Access to 
Energy, 11 both available by writing to Box 2298, Boulder, 
Colorado 80306. 
® 
Gentlemen, Ralph Nader claims that nuclear 
power is not safe. He says it is also unnecessary if 
Americans will cut their energy demand enough. 
Just how safe is nuclear power? 
Could we 
cuf b<lck 
our �nert1� demo.nol"'i' 
cuf SACK? 
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Even if 11ie U.S. wool al use 
it were possible to cut back our energy demand by '13 le� rner�y toa<ly 
50% !which I don't for a moment believe), it 1 ' if it used l?l'll!Yl!Y o.s 
wo�d still make sense to generate the rest by the eff1cientl14 llS Swtdrm. 
safes[ method possible, which is nucleai: \Jes+ G-n-hla.n4 •:S -twi� 
.--r---,..-_.:---.--"":":--:�-"t""1 45 flfficient o.s we <lr"t TltAT'.S RIG-Hi! Vt1l1?55 +he U.S. in sp<tce hr•Hi11q o.nc:f 
continues to consume more fo"r-1-imts «i!S l"f(ir!1"ertr 
-fho.>1 -twice +I'll! Combined enltnlL/ in tra.nSport/ lJ�fn(\ 
Ar h + J J -fecllnlco.I fi"us on -l11'l -ioml for Tl"1co., -t e res 1r10.rket +od<l'I, the U.S. 
of N6rthAmeriu o.n..C Sout:h col.lid ol0Llble-lhuffit1� 
j:\n'le..-.-ca. and Asi4. ellccip+ for of ih e11e�'1 use� .1000, 
Jo.po.fl S\.\re.l'f 11CIOMGnol GLOO.-\ thu5 q llooJins G-N1> to 
will �II lJj)Ol1 u:; ! The dollh le usi'n� no more worlal will come tD <u1 END! l?ner9'i tha.n w<. use 
tod� 1 d <rora•"'I to -t:he 
Na.tioYl<I. I Ao::taern'1 of 
Sci.trices ! ! 
If there were a total loss of cool­ing, which is unlikely, considering all the safety precautions and back-up systems, the molten core would gradually melt through the pressure vessel and the concrete floor and sink into the ground. It would be a slow process during which corrective .a&.t!Qn could be taken. Otherwise, it would even­tually stabilize in a pocket of fused earth at a depth of 20 feet or so, possibly more where it 
• EY#fll would be safi: until salvage operatio�s could begin. 
"":,J--�---------���-------.;;...,,,.. ...... �i�h+ I pcint- ou.i t:hl!l+ in f'i70 -t11'1 ) Emarq«ne!li Cera Cooh'n1 Stjstem Cf«.S 
"'a.s +es-tad o.l: tht Na.tiona.1 �a.c:tor 
Ii ti Stu.-hon. 3 ti�s our of 3-t".:i�' -tt!s E� fdo"lad to d..rlivt:r ccoh'nq cf 
wa.-re..- -to -tha core.' Also, o... loss" 
COolan-t: QCcrde>1-f I 0-r" blow-down, 
occu-rrco o...t: 'l>RESDE"tJ :z in Northern 
lllinofs in 1q11. 
1 Professor Ber­nard L. Cohen 
is professor of 
physics and chem· 
ical and petroll•um 
engmeering at the 
Uruversity of 
Pittsburgh, and Di· 
rector of the Uni­
versity's Scaife nu­
clear laboratories. 
He received his BS 
from the Case In·· 
stitute of Technol­
ogy m 1944, his 
master's trom the 
University of 
Pittsburgh in 1948, and his Dr.Sci. degree from the Carnegie 
Institute of Technology in 1950. From l 950 through 1958 he 
was Group Leader of Cyclotron Research at Oak Ridge Na· 
tional Laboratory He is the author of nu�erou� scientific ar­
ticles and JWo textbooks on nuclear physics. Hts book, 
Nuclear Science and Society, published by Anchor Press/ 
Doubkday m 1974, is an authontauve statement of the 
safety and promise of nuclear power. 
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Scare tactics by seli·appointed 
"experts" and irresponsible reporting by the press 
have made some people believe that. All industrial 
operations occasionally have operating problems. 
But when these happen in a quclear _plant, they are 
talked about in "doomsday" or "end of the earth" 
terms. 
There has been talk about nuclear plants dis­
charging hot water into streams and lakes, and 
thus endangering marine life. How serious is 
"thermal pollu.t.1;::
' o:;:n:..;" ?:__ __ -::-�--:;, 
"Thermal pollution" is mostly -
I an abuse of language. Every power plant, nuclear No'\ s.er\oll� cO: al\ or not, uses water to cool its condensers. In the 
We 'l'\e'll e.'<' u)Orrt( process, the water is heated. If the water i� then 
CL'oou:\: t£r Hot al<'- discharged into a river or lake, it may raise the 
"ot wa.-\:e.v- -It 's temperature in the body of water by a few degrees. n J This may drive out some species of aquatic life, a.\.\. 'the s.o.:rN'?. _ but it provides a habitat for other species ior 
which the water previously was too cold. The 
warmer water does not kill aquatic life. It may 
shift the spectrum of species, but very slightly. 
Al\<l tn -\:'ne. °Pf"O-�isness 
C.Oi'l'\e.(' ls Co'M\e.llu.s :r. 
J)�sse.P, who hie; 0-<;Jr� 
,to bitlj ll.. h:>o-po..9e. s� 
\'{\ ·n1E W'ALL STREET JovP.ft/Al-
Dresser Indbstries, Inc._ is a leading supplier of engineered 
products and t-echnical services to energy and natural resowce-
industries around the world_ -
For the fiscal yearend�d October 31, 1976, consolidated net sales 
and serv-1:ce revenues amounted to 52.23 billion, and net earnings 
were $156.8 milliqn. 
Tu learn more about Dressei; please write for our Annual Report. 
Jo1.. '{ -;.o, 1q11 
a..t h'l<i> otDY\ e:x.pense >to 
bf'i1'q f'5f'Ons't b\e i'e��it19 
o!r -\:ne outcoVV1e of lh.is 
d.ebo..te.. to Ame.r·l�<U\ 
C.D.f'"tfa.l\sh ever11whe�! I Sa.� someth11\9,Co1'l'lt/ • 
Serving the power industry 
AIRETOOL expanders and�cleaners · ASHCROFT gauges and 
instruments · CLARKcompressoz:s · CONSOLIDATED safety 
and safety relief valves · DEWR.A.'\ICE valves · DRESSER piping 
specialties · ELECTRA motors ·, FOOTE-fONESgear drives · 
CALION hydraulic cranes · HANCOCK valves · HARBISON­
wALKER refracwnes · fEFFREY coal mining; processmg 
and conveying equipment · LE RO{ a1r compressors and 
drz�ers · LODCE·COTIRELL prec1pi.tators · PACIFIC pumps · 
ROOTS blowers and vacuum pumps · SECURITY bltlst 
hole bits · SHAW-BOX cranes and hoists · WAUKESHA engines 
and generator sets · \\-1-IITNEY roller chams. 
4�-I plo..nted Cutllmbel"S o._nd. Y\OCL.l 
I'M a.fra ..id to pl<!.kle +hell\ ! Tdl Vite 
whlj pickled. cuke.s a.re a.s H keltt_ to2 r-------
blooo Li.fl a.S o.. nu.c.\e.a.r power pt t'l.t • This is because uranium 
for explosives is enriched to more than 90% "pure, " 
while ura.'lium used to generate nuclear power 1s 
only 3.5% "pure." 
When the Fermi reactor in Michigan o,, -!hr .,.ther ho.r>d , -t� . 
had a partial fuel core melt down in 1966, aui<>•ul'h� shutdown failed, 
there was no difficulty in promptly shutting oown <h10 1't ho.d fo be "'""""11 'i sh .. + doi.m. Unless -thz ine1t-thc reactot All their safety systems worked doW'1 wa.s 1>1<1nnrd, some exactly as planned. The reactor was later repaired safqt� S1.fSkrn somewhQn• and resumed operation. Ten years afterward, a re- clidr1't work exct<tl� <>.s porter wrote a book about it called "We Almost Lost plo.nn11a. The re PQ,•r ttx>k 
Detr01t " It was blatantly false, and widely quoted '.3 �aa:rs a.rid .ll.lbseiuan-r 
There's nothing that could possibly have happened �fllo5iom Cal.(Sllo it io ba 
m that plant to cause any loss of life m Detr01t. f.!'"1114nentl� dosea :3.'fqrs 
-----r--:":"«r-:t:�7h:;:j:e 1?,o.s111u.ssen 'Repod • al�� 1>1..:ta.r1tl'1 fa lse c:tnd widt11f.quote:1 . 
.4 stud� of ttill acc1'd1mt �tvntoli I of 
the f'ern1i pla.n+ wc:ts o:trriecl ou.t- b1 
\1 'Professor /lenrlj J .  Gomberq <>.t 
� {'he UnNer<;ibf of tll 1ch1qo.n.I. H01f1f .,. ..... d<d ,.. �"""" 
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Accused Rofstad 
murderer 
unfit for tria l 
At a competency hearing Sept . 16 , the accused 
murder of ISU student Carol Rofstad was 
found mentally incompetent to stand trial . 
David Wittmer, a mental patient with a 
history of 25 years of psychiatric treatment , 
confessed to the murder l ate in May 1977, 
Later, he said he had never murdered anyone , 
and had only confessed in order to gain a 
transfer to the Chester State Hospital , a 
mental health facility with prison-type 
maximum security . 
Despite the retracte:l confession, State ' s  
Attorney Ron Dozier charged Wittmer with 
murder. Dozier then started proceedings to 
· determine whether the . mental patient was 
compete�t to stand trial . 
The same day Wittmer was found incompetent , 
he was whisked away to the Chester State 
Mental Hospital , just as he had wished all 
along . 
According to Illinois law, Wittmer will be 
examined every ye8::r to see if he is fit to 
stand trial . State ' s  Attorney Dozier 
considers it unlikely that Wittmer will 
ever be brought to trial . 
A Post-Amerikan article last issue 
criticized Dozier for filing charges 
against Wittmer without consulting a grand 
jury . Considering Dozier ' s  expectation that 
Wittmer would never be able to stand trial , 
and considering several pieces of evidence 
pointing to Wittmer' s  innocence , the Post-
Amerikan raised this question: Was Dozier 
going for some easy public acclaim , trying 
to close the Rofstad murder case with a 
charge he would never be compelled to back 
up with evidence? 
The Post quoted Dozier' s contention that he 
had intended to present some evidence 
publicly, because he thought Wittmer would 
undergo a preliminary hearing before the 
court determined his ment al competency. 
However, Dozier said that plan was thwarted 
when the judge ruled that Wittmer ' s  
fitness for trial would be determined 
before any evidence was heard , 
The Post-Amerikan pointed out that Dozier 
would not have had to present much evidence 
at the preliminary hearing anyway . The 
article speculated that Wittmer ' s  confession, 
even though retracted later , would have been 
enough. 
Dozier took strong exception to that 
assertion , arguing that he had intended all 
along to present " all the evidence we had" 
publicly at the preliminary hearing . Later , 
he told the Post-Amerikan that he wouldn ' t  
have presented all the evidence , but he 
would still have offered more than just the 
retracted confession . Dozier added that if 
he had known in advance how things were 
going to turn out , he would probably have 
taken the Wittmer case to the grand jury. 
On Oct .  J, State ' s  Attorney Dozier s aid 
that Normal police are still not convinced 
that Wittmer murderered Carol Rofstad , They 
are still investigating the murder. 
No"' open 
Co0101on Ground 
Dog ki l ler 
ponders 
his fate 
18 
B loomington p o l ice officer Wil liam E .  
Rusk looks thought ful a t  a P ol ice and 
F ire Commis s ion hearing Oct. 7 .  
Suspended from the force for shooting 
his neighbor ' s  110-pound labrador 
retriever , Sep t . 2 1, he may get kicked 
off the force . Rusk also faces 
charges of criminal damage to property 
and trespa s s . The Bloomington cop 
admits shoo ting the dog while he was 
off duty , and says he used his own- ­
not his service--revolver . Rusk shot 
the dog while i t  sat on a deck out ­
side its owner ' s  be droom , and the 
owners found a bullet lodged in 
the ir bedroom wal l .  Rusk killed the 
labrador in retaliat ion for 
the b ig dog ' s  killing of Rusk ' s  
poodle . The Oct .  7 hearing was 
continue.d to a later date , 
pending " further inve s t igation . "  
516 N. Main 
Bloo01ington 
A natural food 
nuts 
g-ra1ns cereals 
dried fru'its 
herbs 
store featuring 
nut butte!ls -
none� 
ft'uit butte-ps 
fruit juices 
teas 
'books 
C!ookwaf\e 
sea vegetables 
cheeses flout'S 
Ve have 100 · products available m scoop"' your" ow n bins. Please 
stop by to get acq,uainted. . 
omrnon 
roun 
Opening 
Specials: , 
Natu'I"a1 chedoa-r> 
cheese $1.39 1b. 
Rice. 29 4' 1h. 
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Post pages get energ i zed 
The Sun S p o t  
by Brian C r i s s e y  
P . O .  B o x  46J 
Bl o omington , IL 6 1 7 0 1  
Beginning with this is sue o f  the P o s t  
Amerikan ,  I will be writ ing a monthly 
c o l umn-and-comic feature about nuc l e ar 
power and its al ternat ive s , e s p e c i a ­
l l y  sol ar power . 
I f  you have inform&tion to inc lude in 
this c ol umn , an idea for a c arto on , 
or a resp ons e to some e rro r I have 
made , write to me at the above ad­
dre ss . Consider The S un Spot a c l e ar­
ingh o us e for energy-related inform­
ation for the Midwe s t . 
C i ty Chal lenged 
The Champ aign-Urbana Chap t e r  of the 
P rairi e All iance has chal l enged Bl o om­
ington and Springfi e l d  t o  " Ring In 
C l inton and Wring Out the Nuke s . "  A 
s trat egy - and - t ac t i c s  s e s s ion S ept . 1 7  
s e t  into mo tion a c onsp iracy t o  o b ­
struct the Cl inton Nuke s . The key : 
get at l east one town on e ach rail­
ro ad route o r  h i ghway in o r  out o f  
Cl inton t o  mak e i t  ille gal t o  trans ­
port nuc l e ar wast e mat e rial s  through 
the town . Resul t : the Nuke s  will not 
b e  abl e to operat e . C anvass ing and 
p e t i t ioning to gain supp o rt fo r an 
ordinanc e to ban the transport o f  nu­
c l e ar was t e s  through C - U  be gins O c t , 
22 . The C-U Chap t e r  al so plans a c om­
munity t each- in , a bene fit c onc e rt , 
and a full sche dul e o f  o th e r  event s . 
( S e e  Cal endar o f  Event s , below . ) 
C i ty Accepts 
What i s  Blo omington- Normal go ing t o  
do ? C o m e  t o  the O c t o b e r  2 4  m e e t ing 
of the B-N Chap t e r  of the Prairi e 
All ianc e ( P A )  and find o ut ! ! O ur 
town is right on the I C G  railroad 
l ine , the mo s t  pro babl e rail route 
for was te s . If you love your mo ther , 
c ome h elp us s top the C l inton Nuke s !  
( S e e  Cal endar o f  Ev�nt s , below . ) 
Waste Burned 
S everal months ago , wo rk ers at the 
Abbo tt o il - burning p ower p l ant on the 
U o f  I c ampus informed the P rairie 
All ianc e that rad ioact ive was t e  oil 
was be ing burned in small amounts in 
the pl ant . S af e ty and l abel ing pro ­
c edures were defic i ent , and the fal l ­
out from the smo k e s tack plume was 
susp ic ious . The PA stud i e d  the s i t ­
uat ion and pres ent e d  a s e t  o f  demands 
about the treatment of the was t e  to 
th e Vic e Chanc ellor o f  the Univer­
s ity . On S ept ember 22 , h e  report e d  
that t h e  sugg e s t ions fo r imp roved 
handling o f  the was t e s  had b e en im­
pl ement e d . The Vic e Chanc e l l o r  ag­
r e e d
_ 
to the PA demand fo r a publ ic 
m e e t ing on th i s  is sue , p roviding that 
toxic , c arc ino genic and other danger­
ous substanc e s  b e  d i s c us s e d  t o o . 
This fo rum will take p l ac e Nov . 1 
( s e e  cal endar ) .  
Poison Lost 
The C I A  told C o ngr e s s i o nal inve s ­
t igators that about 4 0 0  p o unds o f  
weapons - qual i ty uranium were s t o l en 
from a privat e pl ant in P ennsylvania 
in the S ixt i e s ,  pro bably bo und fo r 
I s rael . At a h e aring August 9 ,  the 
Nuc l e ar Regulatory Comm i s s ion ( NRC ) 
announc e d  that it c o ul d  not l o c at e  
1 2 0 0  p o unds o f  nuc l e ar material . At 
the s ame h 2aring , Robert Fri , Admin­
i strator o f  the Energy Res e arch and 
Devel opment Admini strat ion ( ERDA , ne e 
AEC ) ;  topp ed all the c ont e s t ants by 
reveal ing that ERDA c o ul d  no t ac c o unt 
for o ver J2 , 0 0 0  p o uhds o f  weapons­
grade mat erial . Al t o g e th e r , the mat­
erial c o ul d  be as s embl e d  into mo re 
than 1 , 00 0  Hiro shima- s i z e  nuc l ear 
weapons . The Sun Sp o t  Nuc l e ar Klutz 
o f  the Month Award go e s  to Bo b Fri ! 
0 
Sunny I l l inois 
Governo r Thomp s on s igned the C ompr e ­
hensive S o l ar Energy Act o f  1 97 7  i n  
S ep t ember . It d e c l ares as state p o l ­
icy " that t h e  use o f  s o l ar energy 
syst ems shoul d  be enc ouraged as c on­
s e rving nonrenewabl e r e s ourc e s , r e ­
du� ing poll ut i on and promo t ing the 
h ealth and wel l - be ing of the p e opl e 
o f  this s tate . "  Furth er , it c al l s  on 
the s t at e  to demonstrate the u s e  o f  
s o l ar energy and t o  enc o urage the 
c ons truc tion and use of c o s t - e f­
f e c t i  ve s o l ar energy s y s t ems , An im­
p o rt ant tax advantage for s o l ar 
u s e rs is that tax as s e s sments on s o l ­
ar-h e at e d  o r  c o o l e d  addit ions to 
homes c an be no l arger than i f  th'e 
add it ions were c onvent i o nally heated 
o r  c o ol e d .  A c o mp anion bill mak e s  i t  
i l l e gal for a util ity c omp any to 
charge h igh er rat e s  to s o l ar cust om­
ers or to " s ub j ec t  any cus tomer ut il ­
i z ing s o l ar energy to any o th e r  pre­
j ud i c e  o r  dis advantage on ac c o unt of 
such us e . "  
Garbage Lake 
A July 1 5  report from the Nuc l e ar Reg­
ul atory Comiss ion ( NRC ) Regional O f­
fic e near C h i c ago ac c us e d  the Z ion nu­
c l e ar pl ant of dump ing radioact ive 
was t e  into Lake Michigan over the 
past several y e ars and no t report ing 
it , Z io n  was al s o  c i t e d  fo r four 
o t h e r  abus e s . 
In a "very s e rious " inc ident , the NRC 
fo und that during a t e s t  in which . 
5 , 0 0 0  gall ons o f  c o o l ing wate r  drained 
o ut of th e reac to r ,  the p l ant op er­
ators were unaware for 40 minut e s  
t h e  drain on t h e  reacto r ' s emergency 
c o o l ing syst em . K e ep up the p erfect 
r e c o rd , fellows ! And good l uc k ,  t o o ! 
E Y  ! B e '�  BA C K  I N  -ro w#/ 
S u n Sp o t  T ak e s O n  
Nu cle a r .  I n dustry 
On July 2 0 , 1 97 7 , Dre s s e r  Indus ­
tri e s , a megabus ine s s  that f e e ds o ff 
the fal t ering nuc l e ar indus try , paid 
s everal hundred thousand doll ars t o  
run a two -page spread in the Wall 
S t r e e t  Jo urnal to extol the virtues 
o f  nuc l e ar energy and exaggerate the 
dangers a s s o c iat e d  with opp o s ing i t .  
Grant e d ,  it i s  dange ro us t o  oppti s e  nu� 
c l e ar energy ( remember what happ ened 
to Karen S ikwo o d ? ) ,  but this ad is 
full of misl e ading s tat ements , o ver­
s imp l i f i c ations , factual e rrors , and 
c onveniently ignored informat ion . 
Th ere are so many c ount er- arguments 
that a prop er resp ons e woul d be h e avy 
and t e d i o us fo r you to r ead , But you 
do n e e d  tg know why the ad i s  wrong , 
That is why the c ent er spread o f  this 
month ' s  P o s t -Amerikan begins a thre e ­
p art c arto on r e spons e t o  that ad . The 
ori ginal ad pret ends to b e  a spon­
tane o us int erview with two unbi a s e d  
nuc l e ar s c i ent i s t s , O u r  respons e 
t e l l s  you what you woul d have s e en 
and h eard if all the ant i -nuc l e ar 
arguments had not been omitted from 
the trans c ript . I hope you e n j o y  it . 
NO 
The C l amshell All i anc e reports that 
Vermont Publ ic Interest R e s e arch 
Gro up was suc c e s s ful in gett ing 38 
town m e e t ings i n  Vermont to vo te to 
ban the transport of rad i o ac t ive 
was t e  materials through the i r  towns . 
I f  they c an do i t , we c an do i t ! Come 
on, Bl o om ingto n ! ! 
Solar phone 
Do you have a que s tion about sol ar 
heat ing or c o o l ing? ' C al l  free 800-
5 2 3 - 2 92 9  o r  wri t e  t h a  National S o l ar 
Heat ing and C o o l ing Informat ion C en­
t e r , P . O .  BOX 1 60 7 , Ro c kvill e ,  MD 
20850 . 
C a le n d a r  Of Eve n t s  
Mon . , OCT 1 7 ,  1 1  : 00 p . m. Channel J TV "Nite­
cap" Phone in your questions on nuclear 
power and ask the experts . Guests include 
Charlotte Ford of the C-U Chapter of the 
Prairie Alliance , good ol ' BC (that ' s  me ) , 
and either Bruce Green or Al Cassella of 
SanGamon Stat e .  Ask me something easy like , 
"Are you the famous scientist who said · he ' d  
eat plut onium?" 
Late OCT , Channel J local news : A series on 
energy with Debbie Johnson, including in­
terviews with Clintonuke officials , good ol'  
. BC ,  solar architect Ted Myer, solar system en-
gineer Saf Dari , and solar authority Ed 
Francis of ISU ,  
Sat ,  OCT 22 1 0 :  0 0  a .  m. , Education 2 ,  21 9 N .  
Broadway, Urbana . Action Day, C-U Chapter of 
Prairie Alliance . Canvassing and petitioning 
for ordinance to ban transport of rad wastes 
through C-U. Rally at J : OO p . m . at Crystal 
Lake Park , where Councilwoman · Bernadine Stake 
will speak . 
Mon , OCT 24 , 7 : 00 p . m .  Newman Cente� , 501 S .  
Main St . ,  Normal . Bloomington-Normal Chapter 
of Prairie Alliance meeting. Main topic:  
Preventin0 rad wastes from passing through 
our town.  Organizing meeting . Be there with 
a friend . 
S at . ,  OCT 29 , all day, University YMCA , U of 
I ,  Urbana. Community Teach-In on Nuclear 
Power. Music,  mime , literature . 
Tues . ,  NOV 1 ,  ? : JO p . m . , J1 9 Gregory Hall on 
Wright St . ,  U of I ,  Urbana. Open forum on 
burning radioactive oil in the Abbott Power 
Plant and other hazardous operations of the 
U of I .  
Sun . , NOV 1J, time not yet set , Channing Mur­
ray/Red Herring , U of I . ,  Urbana. Benefit 
concert for Prairie Alliance featuring the 
United Mime Workers , Prairie Grass Pickers 
and Kristin Lems . $1 . 50 .  
A Not e O n  My 
Bias e s  
I wanted you all to know that I used to favor 
nuclear energy, then I was open-minded for 
awhile , and then I became irreconcilably 
biased against nuclear power. It ' s  an abom­
ination . Really. Next month I will give 
you a full statement of where I ' m  coming from. (Bloomington , Baltimore , Washington 
and �onticello , IL , among other places ) ,. and 
how it was that I chose to be here now . For 
the time being , suffice it to say that 
after getting a doctorate in energy modeling 
from the Johns Hopkins University ,  I spent two 
years �t the National Academy of S ciences in 
Washington , D . C . , with the committee on Nu­
clear and Alternative Energy Systems , stud­
ying ener1,·y futures for the U , S . out to the 
year 201 0 .  In short it looks very grim 
unless we push solar now and stop nuclear 
power. I will attempt to convince you that 
this is the case through my actions , cartoons , 
and words . 
--Brian L .  Crissey 
a . k . a. BC 
... ------------------------------------------------------------- ':! :� : � _..;,_�-� 
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Thou Shalt Read 
the Pantagraph 
Dear Pos t  Amerikan , 
I was intere s te d  to read that neither 
D .  Colt nor TeleCable suspected that 
" I t ' s  a Miracle , "  a religious show , was 
be ing teleca s t  over WRAU , Channel 19 , 
the evening of Sep t .  1 .  
Perhaps Colt and the cab l e  TV peop le 
should inves t  25 cents in a Saturday 
Pantagraph , in which they would find 
the "Te levis ion-Radio Guide . "  As you 
wil l  note from the enc losed i s s ue , · 
Pantagraph readers were not in the 
leas t surprised to find that program 
and another preceding it on Channel 
19- -about Rep . Michael ( R .  , I l . ) - ­
telecas t .  Both 'were l i s ted . 
I am sure they were surprised by 
the 15 -minute s l ip -up at TeleCable 
and I can ' t do anything about their 
incompetence , but your s tatement 
that the re l igious show was "unmen­
tioned in the tv lis tings "  is s imp ly 
inaccurate . 
S incerely , 
Evelyn Feltner 
TV-Radio E d .  
POSTNOTE : Mos t  s tudent s  of comparative 
TV l i s t ings will agree that TV Gui de , 
the small , nationally known magazine , 
usually provides more information on 
more shows than does the Pantagraph ' s  
Televis ion - Radio Guide . Al though 
the Pantagraph has the edge on s ingle­
i s s ue price s , TV Guide subs cript ions 
are cheaper than a s ub s crip tion to the 
Pantagraph . ( In fairne s s , however ,  
i t  mus t be noted that the TV Guide ' s  
owners are cons iderably more r ight ­
wing than the Pantagraph ' s ,  if you can 
bel ieve that ' s  pos s ible . )  Fina l ly , 
free l i s t ings o f  TV shows are ava i l ­
able i n  many supermarke ts . Denny Colt 
us e d  one of the s e , as we l l  as TV Guide . 
Police 
NCHS 
Dear Post , 
Harrass 
S tudents 
lle were all out in the parking lot , before 
s chool at N . C . H . S . , when a cop pulled up 
and stopped at the end of the lot . It was 
only 8 1 15 and s chool didn ' t  start until 
8 1 30 ,  Well the cop just sat there and 
everybody jumped out of their cars , shut 
the windows , locked the doors and went 
inside , except a few other g�ys , and I .  
When the cop went by, he was smoking a 
cigar and trying to look like the biggest 
hard ass in the big exciting city of Normal . 
Now I am not saying that all the cops in 
Normal are like that , wasting time hanging 
around the s chools and looking tough, but 
a lot do exceed their powers and go around 
trying to bust little high s chool kids for 
marijuana, because there is nothing else to 
do in this town . There are very few 
murders and the cops don' t  know how to 
catch the larger dealers around here , so 
they go after pot smokers . 
--A Normal Community High S chool Student 
Post-Note s  lle are vaguely aware of other 
instances of police harassing NCHS students 
before s chool , and we would like to know 
more , From reading the Pantagraph court 
notices , it seems that Officer Frank Zayas 
busted a student for resisting arrest last 
spring simply because the student locked 
himself inside his car when the cop drove 
through the parking lot , That resisting 
arrest charge was dismissed for 
"insufficient evidence" in late September, 
and we would like the student involved to 
please contact the Post-Amerikan . Call 
828-7232 or 828-6885. 
WJBC Makes Rac i st Remarks 
Dear Pos t ,  
On Monday , Oct . 3 I was lis tening 
to radio s tation WJBC an d heard s ome 
very inappropriate remarks by Paul 
Dunn . Dunn made several derogatory 
re ferences to Armenian peop le and 
the ir homeland- -Armenia . 
Of course Paul Dunn can get by 
with this type of rac ism in 
Bloomington where there are only a 
couple o f  Arm�nian fami l ies . 
However if Paul Dunn was in a larger 
metropo l it an area with a greater 
Armenian population he woul d 
not only have to apologize but 
he would lose his j ob as we l l .  
(Maybe that ' s  why he s tays in 
Bloomington . )  
Whi l e  Armenians suffer the 
di s criminatory repercus s ions o f  a 
minority p eopl e it is unfortunate 
that s o�e will attempt to gain 
pub l ic i ty through such low- l i fe 
means as demons trate d by Paul 
Dunn . 
As one Armen ian of fended by Paul Dunn 
and his racial s lur , I demand a 
pub l i c  apology . I would l ike to 
see WJBC clean up its broadca s t s  
b y  removing such blatant rac ists 
from the air . 
Even �hough it ' s  Bloomington ,  it ' s  
1 9 7 7  everywhere . 
M .  Meketarian 
One p is sed Armenian 
402 1/2 N. Mai n  St. 
Bloomington 
828 - 3212 
Not H uman 
or Right 
Dear Post , 
Human or civil rights? HAI 
20 
If you ' ve ever heard the saying, "When you' re 
in jail you don' t  have any rights , "  believe 
it . 
I ' m  currently incarcerated in the county jail 
on trumped-up charges , but of course the whole 
system is "trumped-up . "  
In the past 12  days I haven't had a shave , 
I ' ve had only three showers , no recreation, 
no library visits , no phone calls to relatives 
or attorney, and no news , 
Apparently one prisoner ' s  mental anguish got 
to be too much and he cracked a window in our 
cell block . And now here we all sit . Be­
cause I wasn ' t  awake to see w'ii()"did it I got 
locked in this 8 by 10 cell and deprived of 
the usual jail house privileges . 
Whatever happened to the right of a "disci­
plinary hearing" as stated in the rule book, 
I ' ll never know. 
Several months before I got here a man burned 
his mattress , so again there was mass punish­
ment--everyone was deprived of right to deal 
with nervousness by smoking . 
I . think the taxpayers should get a closer look 
at the way this jail is being operated . After 
all it is their money, 
The correctional officers get paid an aver­
age of $8.50 a month, $9.50 for sergeant , They 
spend half of their time either sitting or 
standing around bullshitting , drinking cof­
fee or whatever , 
In the 65 days that I ' ve been here , I ' ve re­
quested to see the so cial worker ( as sitant 
warden) at the least fifteen times and the 
warden (director) just as often . Since 
there' was no minister, I wanted to talk to 
t hem about some personal problems . But of 
course I haven ' t  gotten to talk with either 
the director or assistant . The director even 
failed to give another inmate a message from 
his minister. 
Treatment like this can be the stem of mental 
anguish and probable trouble among the in­
mates , This can cause more of the new jail to 
be destroyed . 
If Sheriff "nose picker" King and his pawns 
would think more about civil and human rights 
and mainly helping criminals , instead of trying 
to make '"!:rugged-up" animals out of accused and 
sentenced criminals , they would be earning 
their money in a more satisfying way for those 
of us who have , and will pay taxes . 
Sincerely yours , 
R .E . Kinzinger 
9 - 7 M o n . ,  
9 - 5 : 3 0  Tu e s .  - Sa t .  
Records * Tapes * Accessories 
Fast! 
Service on Special Orders 
Don't . Pass Us Buy! 
Disa g re es With 
C ETA Art ic l e  
Gear £ o s t  ,iffi e r ikan : 
I d i s agre e very s trongl y w i th y o ur 
art i c l e  about CET<l .  O bv i o usly the 
author went th e r e  w i th . a  v e ry c i o s e a  
mind and d i dn ' t  even g o  thro ugh th e 
c o mpl e t e  five d ay o r i entat i o n .  I d i d , 
and no t only fo und it h elp ful , but 
al s o  educ at i o nal . And wh ere e l s e  c an 
y o u  g e t  t ra inin6 fo r a g o o d  j o b ,  and 
g e t  p a i d  �or i t ?  After o r i entat i o n ,  
I went thro ugh a fo ur w e ek c o urs e ,  
and after that CETA h el p e d  me f ind 
int erviews and p l ac e s  to apply . I 
fo und a j o b  w i th in two weeks . 
I fo und al l th e C�T<l p e o p l e h e l p ful , 
p o l i t e , and r e �lly int e r e s t e d  in the 
p r o �re s s  I mad e . Th e autho r al s o  
fail ed to men t io n  that " intak e "  o nly 
t ak e s t en m i n ut e s . I fill e d  o ut only 
o n e  form -�r-. e  er, c ire l ength o f  my 
c o n t a c t  1v i t h C - '" I s ue;g e s t  that in 
the future you really do s o m e  
inv e s t i �at i nc b e fo r ·e yo u wri t e  an 
art i c l e  on s o m e t h ir� y o u  kno w no th ing 
abo u t ! 
S i nc erely ; 
;i:rs .  K i m  C arr 
Prisoner Respon ds 
Dear Pos t ,  
In Pos t -Amerikan Vol . VI No . 6 , 
Oct . 1 9 7 7 , you ran a s tory head­
l ined : Are Prisons Banning the Pos t ?  
The Menard C orre c t i o nal C en t e r  i s  
letting the Post in ( speaking for 
myself that i s ) . I don ' t  see why 
the p�i s on officers aren ' t letting 
them into the re s idents  in o ther 
prison s . 
Lrnth o r '  s N o t e : I d i d  go thro ugh the 
ent i r e  o r i entat i o n ,  and I too g o t  a 
j o b  that I ' m v e ry h appy w i th thro ugh 
C ETA . 
Th e art icl e  d o e s  no t c r i t i c i z e  CET A ' s 
e ffec t iven e s s  in training p eo p l e and 
f inding them j o bs . I want ed , inst ead , 
to exp re s s  my d i s agre ement w i th many 
o f  t h e  at t i tu d e s  that t h e  C �T� 
o r i enta t i o n  push e s . Find ing j o b s  for 
p eo p l e who need them i s  c e rt ainly 
imp o rtant . I t ' s  al s o  imp o rt ant , I 
th ink , for agenc i e s  l ik e  C E:'l'.n to have 
h igh c o ns c i o us n e s s  about why i t ' s  s o  
h ard f o r  s o  many p eo p l e to g e t  and 
k e e p  t o l e rabl e j o bs . 
Landlord Helpful , R�ader Says 
Post-Amerikan : 
I have been a reader and s upporter of the 
Post Amerikan for several years . I have 
been impressed by many of the articles 
appearing , and disgusted by quite a few 
others . S ince my disgust was usually based 
on personal preference or opinion , I have 
not written in to complain before . However, 
I feel a recent article was biased and 
unfair to such an extent t hat a rebuttal is 
in order . I refer to the art i cles 
concerning Fred Hafner . 
I am not qualified to comment on the first 
article , since I know nothing of Mr . 
Hafner' s financial affairs . The article 
dealing with the house on Linden Street , 
however, upset me . I have no doubt the 
people on Linden had many problems with Mr . 
Hafner . Was any effort made to contact 
Mr . Hafner regarding these problems ? I 
think at l e ast part of the trouble would 
have been rooted elsewhere . Even if the 
st ory was totally accurate , it seems to be 
an lsolated incident . I did not see any 
follow up letters or articles concerning 
Mr . Hafner in the following issue . 
The Joint 
General 
Store 
I am not writing this letter as a friend of 
Mr . Hafner' s .  My only contact with him has 
been through apartment renting , and it has 
always been positive . As a program 
coordinator for Kaleidos cope , I have had 
to find apartments for many people . 
wishing to become foster parents for our 
children , and also apartments for the 
young people thems el ves when they reach 
eighteen . Many landlords in Bloomington­
Normal will not rent to us . However , Mr .  
Hafner has not only rented to us when we 
applied to him , but has also gone out of 
his way to find other accomodations if he 
had nothing available . He has also been 
quick to respond to any maintenance needs 
that our people have ' had , and has been 
fair concerning the return of se curity 
deposits . He has even allowed us to 
overstay a lease when no alternate 
apartment was available . 
I will close by saying that I will remain 
a reader of the Post , but I W Juld request 
that derogatory articles about community 
people be based on at least two or .three 
incidents rather than one . 
Thank you , 
Edward E .  Cotton 
Discover the comfort and therapeutic 
val ue of sleeping on a waterbed. 
We have beautiful furniture 
for any size or style bedroom. 
* P r o f e s s i o n a l  I n st a l la t i o n  
* F r e e  D e l ivery 
A � k  a b o u t  ·O u r  
S t u d e nt S p e c i a l s .  
* A l l  I t e m s G u a ra nt e e d · 
829-5012 
415 N. Main 
D o w n t o w n  B l o o m i n g t o n 
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I know that I l l inois prisons are 
supposed to let  any books or 2 1  
newspapers in . This was the 
de cis ion of the Department o f  
Corre ctions , i n  Springfie ld 
I l linois , las t year . 
In c l o s ing , I woul d l ik e  t o  s ay : 
You ' re the bes t newspaper I ever 
read . So keep up the good work . 
Thank you for your time . 
Yours , 
S te ve Be rg e ro n  
POSTNOTE : We ' re still inves t igating 
reports that some prisons are not 
l e � ting the Post in . So we encourage 
pri soners we haven ' t  h e ard from y e t  
t o  h e l p  b y  l et ting u s  know i f  yo u ' re 
ab le to get the P os t . 
Enjoy a G reat 
Night of 
1 11 E. 
Bea ufort , 
Normal 
GALERY I 
Thurs. , Oct. 13 -- Mark Sanders 
Fri. , Oct. 14 -- Steve Simms 
Sat. , Oct. 15 -- Jill Watson 
Sun. , Oct. 16 -- Bryan Cox 
Mon. , Oct. 17 -- PINKY 
Tues. , Oct. 18 -- Mike Buzius 
Wed. , Oct 19--Kris Schaffer 
Thurs. , Oct. 20 -- Patty Bartlett 
Fri. , Oct. 21 -- Jim Vasilou 
Sat. , Oct. 22 -- "Rock Star" 
Sun. , Oct. 23 -- Steve DeLoriea 
Mon. , Oct 24 -- Bryan Cox 
Tues. , Oct. 25 -- PINKY 
Wed. , Oct. 26 -- Chris Cox 
Thurs. , Oct. 27 -- Deb & Jan 
Fri. , Oct. 28 -- Tony Sacrimbolo & 
Terry King 
GALERY II 
Thurs. , Oct. 13 -- John Briggs 
Fri. , Oct. 14 -- Suzy Bogguss 
Sat. , Oct. 15 -- "Up Your Tempo" 
formerly Hit & Miss 
Sun. , Oct. 16 -- Willy Berry 
Mon. , Oct .. 17 -- Jeff lchihashi Jazz Band Tues. , Oct. 18 -- " " 
Wed. , Oct. 19 -- Chuck Schwatz 
Thurs. , Oct. 20 -- John Novotny 
Fri. , Oct. 21 -- Jill Watson 
Sat. , Oct. 22 -- Shawn Cullinaine 
Sun. , Oct. 23 -- Bo Radley 
" " 
Mon. , Oct. 24 -- Jeff lchihashi Jazz Band 
Tues. , Oct. 25 -- " " 
Wed : ,  Oct. 26 -- Chuck Schwarz 
Thurs. , Oct. 27 -- John Briggs 
·Fri. , Oct. 28 -- Jim Vasilou 
" " 
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D isappo i n ted Rea der 
Criticizes Pos t  
Dear Post-Amerikan : 
I am writ ing with regard to the 
S e�tember issue of your newspap er in 
which app eared a l etter in reply to 
your article on banks . It was written 
by a Mr. " T " . 
I was very disappoint ed and a l ittl e 
dis ilus ioned to s e e  the manner in 
which you displayed this l etter. 
Most p eopl e will just pass the article 
over becaus e it is difficult to read . 
P erhaps this was your purpos e .  This 
l etter was a c arefully thought out , 
well written l etter and it des erved 
a more fair treatment than it 
rec eived . 
The " Typist Not e "  at the end of the 
l etter was al so a disappointment . I 
am sorry to s e e  the P . A . res ort to 
j uvenile tactics with thinking that 
they don ' t agree with . The pure and 
ideal istic purpose of a newspaper is 
to supply the p opul ation with an 
unbias ed vi ew of the news and both 
s id es of a c ontroversy . Many times 
lett ers t o  the Editor c an s erve that 
purp os e . When you only publ ish 
articles that are in agreement with 
your thoughts , then your paper does 
not become a beacon for all the 
p e opl e ,  but more of a "Will iam 
Randolph Hears t "  type of publ ication .  
I feel i t  i s  very important that the 
Post-Amerikan does not become a one­
s ided s ounding board and that it 
serve the c ommunity . I t  is a great 
opportunity . Don ' t  blow it . 
Thi s  purpos e c annot be s erved if 
you are only interested in writers 
who think your way and if you put 
down p e ople who have another s ide t o  
expre s s . History i s  strewn with 
examples of tho s e  that refus e to 
l i st en to others who s e  thinking does 
not agree with their own . 
Post-Ainerikan , a l ittl e  more 
profe s s ional i sm in your j ournali sm ,  
pl eas e .  
Very truly yours , 
Carol J .  Herdien 
ps The h e adline was bias ed and unfair . 
Bet ter u se s  for 
MEG mone y 
Dear P os t ,  
I was disappointed that there was no 
mention in your October issue con­
cerning Thomp s on ' s funding of MEG . 
Not everyone reading The Pos t  also  
reads The P antagraph so there still  
may be s ome uninformed s oul s .  
The ME G  operating in B loomington­
Normal received over $ 15 7 , 000. 00 . 
The only MEG who received more was the 
one in Carbondale . Local narcs now 
have $ 1 5 7 , 000. 00 to buy drugs with . 
That ' s  a helluva lot o f  dope ! 
The thing that puzzles · me is why 
Bloomington-Normal? Sure there ' s  
cocaine ( 1f you can a f ford it) , 
speeders ( if you can s tomach them) , 
p o t  ( s o  what ? ) ,  and you might run 
acro s s  s ome weak hal lucinogens . 
But downers are almo s t  unheard o f  
and smack deal ing is nil . Why not use 
that $ to rehab ilitate j unkies in 
cities l ike Jolie t , Peoria , Galesburg 
and Moline? 
I for one am curious t o  know j us t  how 
much 0£ this $ will be used for drug 
enforcement and how much will end up 
irt s ome red neck ' s  p ocke t . 
Swan 
POSTNOTE : S ee page 21 for article about 
MEG funding. 
And the 
Post Note : 
I th ink that many readers feel the 
same way Ms . Herdien does , and 
there fore some expl anat ion is clearly 
in order. 
At the Post-Amerikan meet ing , we 
were fac ed with the probl em of the 
long , rep e t itive l etter that Ms . 
Herdien writes about . I support ed 
reduc ing its s i z e  ins tead of j ust 
summariz ing the main points and 
l e aving out the rest . 
We all knew we c ouldn ' t afford to 
print the whol e letter in our usual 
type s iz e , We ' d  measured it , and 
it would take up a whole page and a 
hal f of solid typ e - - a  page and a 
hal f  we didn ' t  have to spare . ( Very 
few papers would consider printing 
such a long l etter . ) I felt that 
cutting c ontent from it would be 
more unfair than putting in the 
whol e thing small er . None of us 
knew how small the print would be 
when we decided to reduc e it . I f  
we ' d  known , w e  might have made a 
different dec is ion ,  becaus e Ms . 
Herdien is c ertainly right about 
its unreadabil ity . 
At that s ame meeting , s ome pe opl e 
( including th e typist ) thought we 
should not print the typ ist ' s  not e  
aft er t h e  l etter. I supported 
putt ing in . The Post is an 
alternative pres s ,  and 
one way the Post is different is that 
its typists get to express the ir 
opinions in it . ( C an you imagine 
Newsweek or the Pantagraph lett ing· 
their typ i s ts c omment on what they 
typ e ? ) I ' ve always thought that 
our Typists ' Not es were a neat 
tradition- - !  onc e wrote one mys el f  
that was longer than t h e  article i t  
was a not e t o !  
It ' s  true that this typ i st ' s  note 
Ms . Herdi en writes of was added in 
the h eat of pas s ion . But I l iked 
it- -I knew that the woman who 
typ ed the l etter is poor , and at 
the time she was holding down two 
j obs to keep body and s oul together , 
and it must ' ve really galled her to 
spend s everal volunteer hours on 
Friday evening typing a letter that 
s aid nasty things about poor p e opl e .  
I thought after be ing s o  nobl e , she 
should at l e ast get t o . put her two 
c ents in , even if her c omments were 
rather heat e d ,  I real i z e  that my 
thinking h ere is kind of unusual , 
but there it is . 
Another way th e Post is an odd 
newspaper is that we do just print 
articles that we (meaning th e staff ) 
bas ically agree with , and we admit it . 
We don ' t nec e s s arily th ink that both 
s ides of every controversy should get 
spac e in our page s - - e sp e c ially if one 
s ide gets pl enty of spa c e  in the 
pages of nat ional and local mainstream 
media , and the oth er s ide only gets 
spac e in dinky l ittl e  papers l ike 
ours . We see our j ob as pres ent ing 
the s ide you don ' t  get on T . V . news 
and in Time and the Pantagraph . S o  
w e  are biased i n  what w e  give spac e 
to . 
We ' re al so biased because we think 
that some bel i efs and their re sult ing 
ac tions are oppres s ive , and we won ' t  
print stuff that supports such ' 
bel i efs . For instanc e ,  we ' ve refus ed 
to print rac ist letters -to-th e -Post ,  
even though the p eopl e who wrote them 
were s inc ere . And we ' ve refused to 
print anti- gay raps . 
The s e  bias e s  are what made us not 
want to devote a page and a half of 
our paper to a letter which supported 
the status quo in banking and had 
damaging general izations about poor 
p eopl e in it . 
Aft er thinking about Ms .  Herdien ' s  
l e t t e r ,  I •'m not sure that we dealt 
with our dil emma in the best way 
p os s ibl e .  I do hop e  that I ' ve 
explained why we s aw it as a dilemma . 
- -Phoebe Caul fi eld 
If you feel moved to write us a letter, go 
right ahead, and we'll probably put it in. 
If you don't want it published, please say 
so in the letter. 
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State f und s 
.. revive M EG units 
S ix Illinois MEG units will stay alive on 
state money that Governor Thompson s i f ned 
over to t hem in mid-September . 
The Peoria-based MEG unit , which operates in 
cities over a six- county central Illinois 
area, received all $157, 750 it asked for. 
The state funds provide half the undercover 
druf units '  budgets .  The other half comes 
from the cities and counties whicK comprise 
MEG ' s  membership . Some of the governmental 
units ,  like Bloomington, prov�de personnel 
instead of cas h .  
As t he Governor had promised earlier ( see 
l ast i ssue) , he didn ' t  approve funding for 
all the Illinois MEG unit s . The largest one 
--Cook County ' s--lost its funds . Those 
narcs had already stopped working when 
federal funds expired July 1 .  
The Peoria-based MEG had cut expenses and 
l aid off employees , but continued operat ions 
all summer. 
MEG units will now be under the Illinois 
Dept . of Law Enforcement , whi ch will dish 
out the money and ( supposedly) monitor the 
covert operat ions to make sure that no 
funny bus iness occurs . 
Under the old federal p:rants whi ch originally 
set up MEC units , the Illinois Bureau of 
Investigation was supposed to monitor the 
units and uncover illeral or unethical 
1Soine;s-on . 
But after investigations confirmed a series 
of ACLU char es of illegal and unethical 
operations , it became clear that the IBI 
monitoring was a farce , Almost all of ACLU ' s  
charges of of MEG wrongdoin, were found to 
be substantiated , according to a special 
report by the Illinois Law Enforcement Com­
mission Executive Committ ee . And none of 
those instancss of unethical law enforcement 
tactics were ever uncovered by the IBI . 
Previously MEG - units--especially the Peoria­
based MEG--went after marijuana for about 
�0% of their cases , but only in direct 
violation of an IIEC dire ctive . That order, 
established when the downstate MEGs were 
first set up in 1974 , said that MEG should 
go after hard drugs , and basi cally leave 
enforcement of cannabis laws to local police , 
Under the new law which Governor Thompson 
s i�ned , MEG units are instructed--for the 
first time in their hist ory--to go after 
marijuana offenders . 
Now that MEG ' s  financial future is assure d ,  
;M EG�  bored me eting : the 
Visitors to the MEG Bored of Directors meeting 
in Peoria Spetember 30 enjoyed the usual circus 
show. 
But some of the clowns didn't show, and the 
meeting lacked a quorum. The newly refunded 
undercover drug unit was off to a predictable, 
bumbling start. 
An unusual number of inquiries from reporters 
asking MEG what it would do with its new state 
funds prompted an unusual MEG move : 
invitations, signed by MEG boss Jerry 
"Superspy" LaGrow himself, were mailed 
to central Illinois media. 
MEG bored members have a history of dodging 
the press, even to the point of adjourning meet­
ings after five minutes so they Clln discuss the 
real business privately--over lunch. 
After MEG held one secret meeting without 
notifying the press last spring, a Post-Amerikan 
reporter tried to file criminal charges (for 
violating the Open Meetings Act) against MEG 
Bored Chairperson Harold Bosshardt. Peoria 
State 's Attorney Mike Mihm let MEG off with 
only a stern warning: media requesting notice 
of meetings must be notified in the future, or 
MEG would face prosecution. 
Since then, the Post-Amerikan has received 
regular notice. 
More news media than usual attended the Sept­
ember 30 MEG meeting, but without a quorum 
the reporters were wasting their time. There 
were more reporters than members of the 
Bored of Directors. 
MEG Secretary-Treasurer David Watkins 
opened by hollering at Mike Richardson, the 
barefoot editor of the Galesburg Free Voice. 
Though Watkins, who is also Warren County 
Sheriff, had once threatened to arrest Richard­
son for attending MEG meetings barefoot, he 
later backed down . This time, Watkins warned 
Richardson he wouldn't get away without shoes 
when the MEG Bored meets in Warren County. 
"Because I run it there, " Watkins explained. 
In his report, Watkins complained that the 
Springfield bureaucracy has not yet sent MEG 
its new money. Consequently, he said, plans 
for hiring new agents to replace those laid off 
in July should be delayed until October 15. 
Adopting the slang of the drug-using culture 
he so despises, Watkins referred to strength­
ening the undercover unit as "cranking up." 
Director LaGrow's report was unusually brief. 
On more than half the items, he introduced the 
subject, looked warily at the crowd of reporters 
packed into the room, and then said, "We can 
talk about this another time, " or "I'll send you 
a letter on that. " Translated, LaGrow 's state­ments probably mean, "We'll go into this at lunch. " 
When Pekin's police chief began offering 
specific details on he and the Knox County 
Sheriff donating new officers to MEG, LaGrow 
looked especially dismayed at the security leak. 
He quickly dropped the conversation, mumbling 
that the discussion was "premature. " 
When "Superspy•··· LaGrow requested some new 
-,-but net brand new--cars for his undercover 
agents, Bored Chairperson Bosshardt sprang 
into action, immediately searching out a 
source of supply. "You've got an old car, 
Mark, " Bosshardt suggested to one of the Post­
Amerikan reporters, "We could use yours, 
couldn't we ?" 
The reporter suggested an exchange, with the 
Post-Amerikan gaining the use of MEG's sophis­
ticated camera equipment. 
new units of v.overnment may soon be joining , 
The cities of Monmout h ,  Morton ,  Marquette 
Heif·hts , Tremont and Chilli cothe have all 
expressed interest in joining . 
. Units of fovernment which currently give 
money or per.sonnel to MEG are 1 the cities 
of Bloomington, Peoria, Pekin, East Peoria, 
and Peoria Heights ; plus the counties of 
Tazewell , Peoria, Fulton , Warren, and Knox:o. 
McLean County and Galesburg were founding 
members , but later dropped out . 
u sual 
MEG Chairperson 
Bosshardt: 
"That's all, folks I "  
ci rcu s 
LaGrow didn't comment, but Bosshardt sounded 
agreeable, and urged the reporter to prepare , 
for negotiations at the next MEG meeting, which 
might have a quorum . 
The meeting was short, and probably would have 
been shorter if MEG officials hadn't thought that 
the assembled reporters deserved to learn at 
least something about MEG after traveling up to 
40 miles. 
Reporters learned which cartoon character a 
veteran career police officer most identifies 
with. It shouldn't have been a surprise. ,  
"Like Porky Pig says, " Chairperson Bosshardt 
concluded, '"That's all folks. "'  
With that, Bosshardt knocked off work for the 
day, and for the entire next week, which he 
spent with hundreds of other Porky Pig fans at 
the International Association of Police Chiefs' 
annual convention in Los Angeles. 
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IN GRAND JURY TESTIMONY 
MEG bos s  m isrepresents , 
Though MEG Director Jerry La.Grow has been a 
narc for ten years, he hasn't picked up much · 
knowledge about the illegal drug use he believes 
so fiercely in fighting. 
In grand jury testimony April 12, La.Grow either 
deliberately misrepresented the truth (not sur­
prising for him), or else showed shocking ig­
norance about a substance commonly known as 
angel dust. 
Laboratory analysis aIIDost always show that 
angel dust contains phencylidine, also known as 
PCP. 
Testifying before a Tazewell County grand jury 
in a PCP sale case, La.Grow told the assembled 
citizens that PCP was "the Chicago heroin, for 
the most part. It's not heroin but considered 
the rich kids' heroin. 
/"It sells for the same amount of money and is 
used for the same purpose, " La.Grow continued. 
Actually, PCP is far cheaper from heroin, dif­
fers significantly in its effects, and is not called 
either "Chicago heroin" or "rich kids' heroin. " 
Legally, PCP is used as a strong animal tran­
quilizer. It's used to knock the animals out on 
Wild Kingdom on TV. 
When sold for illegal recreational use, it is 
usually called angel dust, or simply "dust. " 
Substances sold as THC (either spelled-out, 
or pronounced "tic" or "tac") are also really 
phencyclidine. Real THC, short for tetrahydro­
cannabinol, marijuana's active ingredient--is 
very rarely found, because it is too difficult 
and expensive to synthesize. 
While many people know that one commonly 
used illegal drug is an animal tranquilizer, not 
too many know that it's the same as phencycli­
dine or PCP. If MEG Director La.Grow had 
wished to ring some bells in the grand jurors' 
heads when he mentioned PCP, he might have 
mentioned that PCP is the animal tranquilizer 
they've probably heard about. 
But in the entire grand jury transcript, La.Grow 
never mentioned that PCP is an animal tranquil­
izer. 
MEG stories on these three 
pages by Mark S ilverstein, 
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Instead, he sensationalized the description 
- of the drug his agent had purchased, by 
calling it "the Chicago heroin. " 
Contacted by the Post-Amerikan, spokespeople 
for 6 Illinois drug abuse education and rehabil­
itation agencies all disagreed with La.Grow' s 
statements. The agencies were Project Oz and 
Lighthouse in Bloomington, Gemini House in 
Champaign, Alternatives in Chicago, and 
Stonehenge I and Stonehenge II in Peoria. 
Workers in both Peoria drug abuse agencies-­
located in the same town as LaGrow's MEG 
headquarters--said they had never heard PCP 
referred to as "Chicago heroin" or "rich kids' 
heroin. " 
Stonehendge I is a clinic dealing only with heroin, 
and David Minish of that agency challenged 
LaGrow's stat€ment that PCP sells for the 
same amount as heroin. "It's much cheaper 
than heroin, " Minish said. Peoria heroin 
addicts will spend from $50 to $150 a day on 
their habits, Minish went-on. But entire grams 
of PCP usually don't sell for more than $40. 
Minish doubted that PCP users could do as much 
as a gram in one day. 
Peoria's  Stonehenge II provides both residential 
and outpatient treatment facilities for users of 
non-narcotic drugs, including PCP. A worker 
for that agency agreed with Minish on all points, 
but had slightly different estimates for the 
actual cost of PCP and heroin. 
Peter Rankaitis, who directs Project Oz, also 
had never heard of LaGrow's terms for PCP. 
"heroin and PCP are miles apart in their 
effects, " Rankaitis told the Post-Amerikan. 
He, too, agreed that F'CP is far cheaper than 
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sensationalizes angel du�t 
heroin. Rankaitis' program is licensed by the 
Illinois Dangerous Drugs Commission. 
G emini House is Champaign's drug abuse re­
ferral agency. John Barry, the agency's Com­
munity and Education Coordinator, expressed 
surprise when LaGrow's grand jury testimony 
was read to him over the phone. "PCP is 
much cheaper than heroin, and it's not an 
addictive drug at all," Barry said He, too, 
had never heard of PCP referred to as any 
kind of heroin, except for one case of "con­
sumer fraud " where a drug dealer substituted 
PCP for what was supposed to be heroin. 
Barry said a heroin addict could spend any­
where from $25 to $200 a day in the Champaign 
area, but he could hardly conceive of someone 
taking PCP every day. "It would just blow you 
away too much. We've never encountered a 
case like that. " 
Only one agency worker thought he had heard PCP 
called "Chicago heroin." Dennis Kaylor, Com­
munity and health services director for Project 
Lighthouse in Bloomington, said he had once 
heard the term used by "someone in the teeny­
bopper 12 to 14 year old bracket." But Kaylor· 
disputed LaGrow's statement that PCP costs the 
same as heroin, and pointed out that the tran­
quilizer is not known to be physically addictive. 
Another drug abuse agency worker suggested 
that the Post ask a Chicago-area agency about 
"Chicago heroin." We did. 
Randy Weber works for Alternatives, Inc., a 
drug education project which is also one of two 
state-licensed street drug analysis programs. 
Weber said he had never heard of PCP being 
called 11Chicago heroin," nor "the rich kids' 
heroin. " He had once heard a North Shore sub­
urban police officer refer to PCP as the "heroin 
of the suburbs." 
Weber agreed that PCP is cheaper than heroin, 
is not addictive, and differs significantly from 
heroin in its effects on users. 
"In terms of its pharmacolocgical effect and its 
chemistry, it is not related to heroin in any way 
at all, and in that sense it is a misnomer to call 
MEG got its state funding, and the 
undercover drug unit and its boss Jerry 
LaGrow (pictured above) are still 
targets of Post-Amerikan investigation. 
PEORIA, ILL. 
it the heroin of the suburbs," Weber told the. 
Post-Amerikan. 
· 
However, Weber- appeared so convinced that PCP 
is becoming such a threat to health in the Chi­
cago suburban high schools, he seems willing to 
overlook sensationalizing its dangers. Weber is 
willing to call PCP the "heroin of the suburbs" 
in order to communicate the m.essage that PCP 
is the drug people should be concerned about. 
Weber says PCP is more available than any 
drug in the north suburban high schools. "Kids 
can get PCP faster than they can get pot or 
beer, " he emphasized. 
Weber says he doesn't know of any substance 
used for recreation that is worse than PCP, 
with the possible exception of glue-sniffing. 
"That's how great of a threat it is," Weber 
said, "The use of PCP has reached epidemic 
proportions." 
While all the agencies contacted· viewed PCP as 
a dangerous drug, only the Chicago-area agency 
talked about an alarming increase in its fre­
quency of abuse. That may reflect an actual 
geographical difference, or it may simply re­
flect the particular concerns of Chicago's Al­
ternatives, Inc. 
If Jerry LaGrow wanted the grand jurors to per­
ceive PCP as a dangerous drug, he could have 
done so without calling it "Chicago heroin. " 
And since his agents are directly involved in the 
drug market, he should surely know better than to 
tell a grand jury that PCP sells for the same 
amount of money as heroin. 
:eut LaGrow probably figures he can tell a Taze­
well County grand jury anything_ he p�eases, and 
get away with it. And the more he describes the 
drug-using culture in scary, sensational terms, 
the more important he looks to the people he is 
scaring. 
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Bradley Furthers Anti-Abortion Cause 
When Governor Thompson vetoed the abortion 
aid cut-off bill it was one of his better 
political moves. Yes, folks, Governor 
Thompson co·cJ.ld not support prejudice against 
poor people by signing the abortion aid cut­
off bill. 
Parenthood's Alan Gut tmacher Institute, th,? 
average cost of an abortion is greater tha� 
the monthly income of a welfare family ir: 
active, weJ 1 or?';&ized minority whc " 
However, when the Illinois State Legislature 
meets for its fall session on October 24, 
Rep. Gerald Bradley (Democrat-Bloomington) 
and his partner in crime, Rep. Leinenwher of 
Joliet will file a motion to overrule the 
Governor's veto. This will be the third 
time they have tried to push this bill 
through the legislature. 
Bradley, co-sponsor of the bill, stressed in 
a telephone interview that this bill did not 
deal with abortion itself, but rather with 
the allocation of welfare funds. Bradley 
said he feels that welfare funds should not 
be used for abortion. 
He likened the poor woman's need for an 
abortion to the desire of a middle-class 
person for a face-lift which s/he cannot 
afford. He added that "you and I" are 
entitled to a lot of things, too, but-we 
can't expect the government to pay for them. 
When the interviewer suggested to Bradley 
that the aid cut-off would only affect poor 
women, he offered that there are other ways 
to help the poor, He added that sometimes 
he doesn't feel they do enough to help 
themselves 
• 
Bradley suggested that the interviewer 
take a look at the welfare rolls. He said, 
"The same families are on welfare year after 
year." Well, by denying women the right to 
terminate unwanted pregnancies, B radley will 
help this pattern continue. 
Bradley claims that a woman who already has 
children, and receives Aid to Families with 
Dependendent Children (AFnc), can scrimp, 
save, and endure minor hardship in order to 
afford an abortion. However, according to 
statistics released by researchers at Planned 
all but 1:1 ( thirteen ) states and the Distric+ 
of Columbia. 
The average cost of an abortion, nationwide, 
is $280, but the average monthly AFDC 
payment is only $2J8. 
"Under these circumstances, it seems clear 
that not very many pregnant women on welfare 
will be able to get together the money to pay 
for their own legal abortions--and if they 
do, it will be at the sacrifice of basic 
necessities, of food and shelter for 
themselves or their families," the authors 
of the report said. 
In the long run, Bradly's bill will cost 
the taxpayers more money than an abortion 
would cost. 
It seems to these reporters that Bradly is 
being used by some Birth-Right folks to 
help get real anti-abortion bills back into 
action. These anti-abortion forces are very 
to be do in,,: the "Right" thing. 
Just think abo;1t it. With birth co 
not being taut;ht and provided effec i, 
there's going to be a lot of unwant'. 
children hanging around on welfare. 
If a woman can't afford to have an 
_ ion 
because she's on welfare and has lj_; -i 
funds, and tries to abort herself o"· ;;d a 
cheaper illegal abortion, the problem is 
likely to be even worse than pa;Ying the 
original $280 for a safe legal abortion. 
If the Birth-Right folks get their way and 
start making abortions more and more 
impossible, we'll have another problem on 
our hands. More and more over-population, 
leading _to more and more problems. 
Children don't just need to be born to grow; 
they need clean air, space, food, and most 
of all love. 
--Amanda Ziller and Eve 
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L----------------------------------" '------------------------------� 
PLUS .. . 
NeYI Age Music presents live • music 
Wed.·Sat. Including: 
---------------------------------------------.---------------------------------------------
October 12-13 --APPALOOSA--country-rock, $1. 00 cover 
October 14--SKILLET--rock-blues, $1. 00 cover 
October 15--PiPER ROADS SPRING BAND-- bluegrass, $1. 00 cover 
October 18--beer and wine nite, $3. 00 cover--all you can drink 
October 19--NATCHEZ--progressive country, 50� cover 
October 2U-- CORNELL HURD AND HIS MONDO HOT PANTS ORCHESTRA, 
$1. 00 cover 
October 21-- G R IN DE RS WITCH on capricorn records 
with special guests BLA CKWOOD 
October 26-27 -- Illinois Latest Band to go National BUCK ACRE 
on MCA Records $1. 50 advance $2. 00 at the door 
October 28-- NICK SILVERS INTERCHANGEABLE ALL-STAR DU DAH BAND, 
October 29--SODA--with Sharon Smith and C huck Demeyers, $1. 00 cover 
Nov. 1--Beer and wine night --all the beer and wine you can drink plus live 
music for $3. 00 
Nov. 2--WHITE WING --rock, . 50� cover 
Nov. 3--To be announced 
Nov. 4-5 JUMP IN THE SADDLE--country -swing, $1. 00 cover 
Nov.10--ALL-STAR FROGS-on Trouserworm Records, $1. 00 cover 
Nov.12-- SON SEALS BLUES BAND -Alligator $1.50 cover 
Thur.nites- doorprizes given away 
PHOOEEY... T/-lRE.G YEA/'.?$ 
OF ANALV'>f� ANO! $11/.L OON'T KNOW 
WHOtAM! 
28 The War Cry of 
Case history #114J2. 
Subject: Norman Podhoretz 
Age: Old enough to know better. 
marked as such. Significant comments 
have been underlined. (Quotes from 
Harper's magazine, October 1977,) 
Doctor: Oh, yes. Now, Norman, tell me 
about your ideas, the ones about how 
we'd all love wa� if it weren't for a 
few gay liberals who refuse to let the 
media tell us about the joys of sharing 
mangled intestines and clottini:; blood 
with some idyllic trench or brightly 
burning peasant hut. 
'Personal details: White male, editor 
of Commentary magazine, long-time mem­
ber of the militant Committee on the 
Podhoretz: "il.11 one heard about and saw 
(durine the Vietnam years) was the hor­
rors of war . • .  No heroes emerged, only 
villains and victims, and nothing �ood 
was �ccomplished by American troop�d 
Ar?erica� arms, only evil: only destruc­
tion, misery, and guilt." 
,present Danger. 
DOCTOR'S NOTE: For convenience, the 
following transcript has been 
shortened. All direct quotes from the 
.patient, Norman :?odhc:ffetz are cl,earlv 
i--
1-
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Downtown 
OPl;H 10:30-5:30 (next 
114 Main ot. 
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to ohield16) 
828-1142 
ounday (,. Monday 
For the Fine6t in Indian Jewelry ... 
ol-IOP YRl-I - TR - l-lbY 
Hew merchandi6e will be in 
6tock after October 10th. 
We have an excellent selection of handcrafted silver & 
Turquoise jewelry . . •  All guaranteed to be band-made 
by American Indians--
NAVAHO • ZUNI • SANTO DOMINGO 
--brought directly from the reservations in Southwest, U.S.A. 
.,.- -
Rl6o, 
Hew Mexican Import' in otock 
* WROUGHT-IRON PLANT STANDS 
*' ONYX BACKGAMMON GAMES 
* ONYX CHESS SETS 
* CERAMIC HAND-PAINTED POTTERY 
* HAND-PAINTED FIGURINES 
·�.····· .. .- ... 
- �  
l-lundred6 of unique qift item6 . .. 
_,. 
� 
- � 
Rll at Yah ·Ta - l-ley 
""_:����I\ � .... ...a� -41 ... .,_ ll� •,,..,,..�,,..�I�=-::.:::�=- � 11 � � � 
uJhere were the TV cameras during the 
good moments of the war? Why didn't 
NBC broadcast the satisfaction of savage 
slaughter well done, the ecstasy of 
electronic elimination of potential com­
munists, the exquisite pleasure of 
forcibly putting a 12-year old girl in 
a family way? 
Doctor: Anything else? 
P: "Every year, it seems, the strug­
gle against military spending grows more 
intense. vfuile the Soviet Union engages 
in the most massive military buildup in 
the history of the world, we haggle 
over every weapon. 1ve treat our own 
military leaders as though they were 
wearing the uniform of a foreign pow-
er." 
(Doctor's note: The patient shows clear 
signs of a typical military-indus-
trial complex. ) 
Doctor (gently) : Go on, Norman. 
p: "Ideological pacifism" is only one 
of the evil residues of Vietnam's leg­
acy of chemical defoliation and mechan­
ical murder. There is also the "native 
anti-Americanism" "in the idea that 
Americans consume mo're than their 'fair 
share' of resources" and "in the view 
that the main threat to the liberties 
of the illllerican people is the American 
government itself • • •  the FBI and the 
CIA • • •  " .lilld there is the. "altered 
American attitude toward Communism," 
which is symbolized by Jimmy Carter's 
refusal to publicly call for another 
holy cold war to exterminate communists 
everywhere, now and forever. 
(Doctor's note: Lingering Cold vilar 
trauma. Notice how the patients's re­
fusal to face reality in regard to 
excessive consumption of raw materials 
carries over into his bel·ief that he's 
still living in the 1950's.) 
Doctors What do you think is the cause 
of all this, Norman? � 
Battle in Boise Over Firings 
OOB-Seven women have been fired from 
the Boise, Idaho police department 
since last January, They were 
dismissed without hearings or prior 
notice. Boise's police chief refuses 
to discuss the cases, saying only 
that they involve the state law 
against homosexual relationships. 
According to the Idaho Statesman, 
charges resulting in the firings 
were brought after a month-long 
departmental investigation of 
complaints from citizens and other 
officers, 
A Citizens Committee for Civil 
Rights has been formed in support of 
the dismissed officers. Most of 
the Committee's members are gay, but 
they are approaching this as an 
issue of fair employment practice 
in general, not gay rights. Five of 
the seven fired have filed 
grievances. One has been heard and 
the others are pending, If they get 
no relief after the grievance 
procedures, they are prepared to go 
to court. 
Amerika: A Case Study 29 Doctor: Didn'c you say something about "sluttish antinomianism" a minute ago? 
Would you care to elaborate? P1 Homosexuality "account (s) for a 
good deal of the pacifism • • •  "and a good 
deal else that's rotten in America. 
"For whatever else homosexuality may 
be or may be caused by, to these young 
men • . •  it represent (s) . . •  the refusal of 
fatherhood and all that fatherhood en­
tailed: responsibility for a family 
and therefore an inescapable implica­
tion in the destiny of society as a 
whole." 
"The list of these young men is almost 
end�ess . . :I� was through their writings; 
their political activities, and the way 
of life they followed th�t an indispen­
sable element was added to the anti­
democratic pacifism ... a generalized con­
t:mpt for middle-class or indeed any 
kind of heterosexual adult life . . •  The 
best people looked to other !!'.!£!:! for sex 
and romance." 
- ---
(Doctor's note: Notice the patient's 
confusion over the word "people " how 
he thinks it refers only to "other men." 
Al.so notice his protection of his own 
militaristic "anti-democratic" ten­
dancies onto the pacifists.) 
p (continues) : "Anyone familiar with 
homosexual apologetics in America today 
will recognize these attitudes • . •  They 
are purveyed by such openly homosexual 
writers as Allen Ginsberg, James Bald­
win, and Gore Vidal • • .  in whose work we 
find the same combination of pacif-
ism • • •  , hostility to one's own coun­
try • • .  , and derision of the idea that 
it is threatened by anything but its 
own stupidity and wickedness." 
(Doctor's note: The patient uses 
"openly homosexual" as if it were a 
derogatory phrase, but his own argu­
ment that homosexuality leads to paci­
fism-�the opposition to war or to the 
use of violence to settle disputes 
among people--clearly breaks down if 
he were to apply the same standards 
to it. For both ancient Sparta and the 
Kaiser's Germany "openly" or tacitly 
condoned male homosexuality, yet both 
were highly war-like,) 
P (continues): "Vidal praises homosex­
uality for serving the alleged eco­
logical need to control population 
growth." He's like the man who argued 
that it was less evil to be homosexual 
than to force a "fourteenth baby on the 
body of a worn-out wife." It's simply 
not true. Just look at the Bible. 
.Jomen are supposed to have babies. At 
least real women like Anita Bryant and 
Phyllis Schlafly are starting to bring 
the truth to the American people. 
SWELL DOC.1 NOW PRE.SCRIB9 HOW.! PAY FOR /T.'i.' �� �u � -
y-c� 
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(Doctor's note: The patient's will­
ingness to openly support the oi:mres­
sion of women is consistent with-his 
military-industrial complex.) 
P: That's what George Orwell called the 
homosexual subculture. ";;)luttish." 
He's right. They think anyone can be 
a homosexual, if they just have enough 
faith. That's what antinomianism means, 
having faith in faith. And they'll do 
anything to spread their sick faith, 
just like a slut. 
(Doctor's note: The patient lapsed into 
complete incoherence at this point.) 
DOCTOR's DIAGNOSIS: The patient has ex­
tensive delusions which are centered on 
an exceptionally strong desire to return 
to what he considers a superior past. 
This period in the past is character­
ized by a strong desire for respect and 
for obediance to his strong identifi­
cation with the military and his desire 
to have homosexuals and women returned 
to a status of clear inferiority. On 
a deeper level; his delusions are prob­
ably based on a deep-seated hatred of 
women: he equates male homosexuals 
with women ("sluts") and exhibits con­
siderable hatred for both groups. 
This patient's illness is not uncommon. 
There are a great number of men, espec­
ially white men, who yearn for a return 
to the days (the 1950's are the most 
commonly chosen period) when their 
faith in their imagined superiority 
was unchallenged. Their illness is 
symbolized by their inability to accept 
the redefinition of the word "people" 
to include women. 
Prisoner details harassment at county jail 
Post-Note: We've printed a lot of 
articles about shocking goings-on in 
the old McLean County jail-- beatings 
of prisoners, the black box, the 
stand-up cell, etc. But in prison, 
there's also the day-to-day denial of 
rights that most of us take for grant­
ed, and that is what this prisoner 
talks about. 
************************************** 
When I got busted back in December, 1976, I had 
the opportunity to stay at Sheriff King's Hotel. 
I was in there for 3 months, some of the time in 
the old county jail, then the new county jail when 
they had the transfer. 
When I was in the old jail, I ran into a problem one 
morning. It was sheet and towel day, so I passed 
in my stuff. When the guard came back on the 
North Side for count, I had one towel I was using for 
a pillow. You're issued only one towel, but a guard 
had given me an extra one and forgot about it. The 
guard who was counting asked me where I got the 
extra towel, and I told him it was given to me one 
day when I went to the doctor. 
After that he left, only to return an hour later 
with another guard. He told me to get up and give 
him all of my cigarettes, magazines, books, and 
matches. I asked him what the hell was going on 
and he said, "We're here to lock you in your cell." 
I would have swung on him, but I wouldn't stand 
a chance with King's Klan. 
I asked the guard why I was getting locked in my 
cell and he said cause I had .an extra towel. After 
that �hey shook me down and found a pack of cig­
arettes I stashed. I waited until the next day, then 
started raising hell and beating on the bars 
cause there was no excuse for locking me in my 
cell. The guards came back and took me out, then 
put me in a cell in the holdover with no blanket and' 
only a mattress on the floor. 
When they wouldn't let me out, I cut my arm. 
Just a cut that would get me to the doctor and let 
me tell him what was going down. Only it turned 
out that the doctor was one of King's Klan. He 
put a band aid on my arm, then told the guard 
to take my shoes and comb. Then I was locked 
back up. 
I lay down for a while and fell asleep. Now check 
this out: a big guard who was. still wet behind the 
ears came in the holdover. He came back to my 
cell and told me to stand up and stick out my 
arms. I asked him why, and he said, "Just do 
it, smart ass. 11 I took my arms out of my 
sleeves; which I was using for warmth, and he 
looked at me and smiled and said, "OK, see ya 
later. " Every half hour he would oo me in with 
another guard, laughing, and tell me to stick my 
arms out. Just when I would get a little warm and 
half asleep, he would come in. 
The next day they took me to Brokaw Hospital to 
see Dr. Bey. He asked me what my problem was, 
· and I told him I didn't have any problem. I said 
the best thing he could do for me was to set up 
appointments for the nutty guards at the county 
jail. Dr. Bey is a Psykiatrist. 
They took me back to the jail and locked me up 
again. That night, we were transferred to the 
new jail and I was put back with the other 
prisoners. 
The new jail has six-man cell blocks. I wasn't 
out of my cell too long; then I was locked up again, 
this time for LOOKING OUT THE WINDOW. 
I was looking out of the window and a guard saw 
me and told me to get away from the window. 
I asked him if it was against the law to look out 
the window. He said. "I'll fix your ass, II then 
came back with a sergeant. He told me to get in 
my cell and I told him to get -----. I figured if 
they were going to lock me up this time, it would 
be for something. I did go along then, though, 
cause about five more guards came back. I knew 
I was going to beat my charges in court and I 
didn't want to go back to the streets all scarred 
. up. So this time I was locked up for five days in 
my cell. 
I did beat my charges in court. I was found not 
guilty, only I wasn't released until the next day. 
A guard that didn't dig me told me I wasn't going 
anywhere until my parole officer was contacted. 
I finally got hold of my P; O. the next day at 
11:00 A. M. and was released. 
I had to find the right guard to give me a phone 
call, a young female guard. Bad thing about it 
is, I was back in the county jail 25 days later on 
a parole violation. Lucky for me I was only in 
there for five days; then I was transferred to 
Joliet. But in those five days, I had a hassle the 
night before I left. 
The same big guard I mentioned before came in 
my cell at 2:00 A. M. and told me to shut up. 
Thing is, I didn't even say anything to him. Now 
that I think about it, I wish he would have hit me 
cause I would have tried my best to knock him 
out. I was on my way back to prison so I didn't 
have anything to lose. 
But don't worry, people, Big Boy don't work at 
the county jail anymore. Take some advice if 
you ever get busted: try like hell to bond out. 
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Women's Boo ks, Health Care , 
Non-sexist Children-' s 
Literature, 25-_cent Use d Books 
· and MORE 
The Explorer 
fr om 'Doc' J ohns on 
expl ore and extend you an d 
y o ur partner's sexual ecstasy 
5 sensuous 
atta chment s 
*** breast stimulator . 
*** general body massager 
*** thigh stimulator 
*** rectal stimulator R $ 19.95 *** clitoral & penis stimulator eg_ 
Now $16.95 
un til Oct. 31st 
the quiet el ectric massager 
for both of_ you 
*** 2 speeds 
*** saf'e 
*** no batteries needed . 
*** operates on household current 
rso;r;-�� 
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for Women at Words, an anthology 
of McLean County Wom�'s·Poetry. 
Any forms of poetry or prose/poetry 
will be considered • . •  Send as many 
pieces as you want. I 
u 
Dona Lantz 
Ruth Wantling 
40.3 N. Lee St. 
Bloomington, IL 61701 
or 
Terence M. Fitzgerald 
' .314 E. Locust, Apt. 4, 
Bloomington, IL 61701 
Send SASE. Deadline is November 23, 
1977° 
�e: J.P. Stevens--
Tues Oct. 25 Film "Testimony: Justice 
vs. J.P. Stevens" Barbara Merrill of 
Amalga.'mated Textile Workers will 
speak, followed by a reception at the 
University YMCA, Urbana,Ill: 
RE: Kent State--
Fri., Oct., 14 Rallr, on U of I·quad 
in the afternoon by 'The Independent 
Kent State Move The Gym Support 
Cormnittee" 
Oct. 15, midnight--candlelight 
vigil on quad, U of I. 
UFW upporters 
re-energize 
The Normal-Bloomington United Farm Worker 
Support Group has begun to gat.her its forces 
after the long summer months. Supporters con­
tinued to boycott non-union head lettuce,table 
grapes and all Gallo wines in addition to de­
manding- the Union label in food stores. 
A major portion of the incentive for regroup­
ing was provided by a decision from the 
Third Constitutional Convention of the UFW 
held in Fresno, CA., August 26-28 to send an 
organizer to as many towns with major 
universities as'possible. Gary Clements 
from the Chicago Boycott was sent to Central 
Illinois to spend three weeks at campuses 
in Normal-Bloomington and Champaign-Urbana. 
Clements began work in this area with an 
educational seminar on Sept. 26. The well 
attended seminar began ··with a brief 
history of the Union, followed by the film 
"Why We Boycott" and an update that included 
news of an election taking place that very 
day. 
Another decision from the convention, 
concentrate one by one on the large 
growers wh0 have already had elections, 
gave the group a direction �or action. 
Mailgrams to put pressure on growers to 
begin negotiations and efforts is to raise 
funds for workers on strike were set as 
priorities.The present target is the O.P. Mur­
phy Co., a tomato ranch which produces year­
round in the Salinas Valley. The UFW won an 
election there in 1975 with certification 
completed by March of 1977 and Murphy refuses 
to recognize the UFW as a union and contin-
anita 
bryant 
revue 
Great Americans institutions need constant 
support and care to grow and stay strong 
(like space in a Radical Newspaper). And we 
all know that the Gay movement is a well 
established American institution, here to 
stay • . • •  So here are some lines to keep us 
laughing and gay. 
"California orange juice growers don't care 
what else you eat." 
Letter to the Florida Citrus 
Commission: "Due to Anita Bryant's 
1 vicious attack on homosexuality I am 
switching to eating prunes. ·I will 
send you the results in a few weeks." 
To keep this monthly (hopefully) column 
going· send in any humorous lines you have 
gathered to the P.A. 
·CO.IN { 
STAMP 
SUPPUfS 
ues to harass known supporters among his workers. 
A second meeting, October J, broke the large 
group into five committees to work out de­
tails for the first fundraiser, a coffeehouse, 
planned for early November. 
So, through educational seminars for the com­
munity, pressure through !Tlailgrams, and 
fundraisers, the Normal-Bloomington Support 
Group proves itself not only alive but very 
much active in keeping the Twin Cities in­
formed. It also provides an opportunity for 
everyone to demonstrate support--via the fund­
raisers. 
For donations of time, ideas, and/or money, or 
more information, call 452-5046. 
5 AM-ID PM MON-SAT\ 
SAM-l2!30P�! 
SVN. 
Small Changes Bookstore located at 409A N. Main 
St. in Bloomington, finally has a sign. Our 
thanks go to Lisa Kuhn, who put a lot of hours 
into making it. 
For those of you who don't know us, we're a 
non-profit alternative bookstore run by a 
collective of 5 women. 
At Small Changes you'll find used books .for a 
quarter, women's records, books by and about 
women, alternative health and living books, 
gay, movement and how-to books (how to be a 
beekeeper, for example) and lots more. If you 
can't find what you want, we'll special order 
it, and maybe order some for the sto�e, too. 
--Ann 
P. S • If everything goes as planned, we should 
have alternative magazines (Country Woman, 
Seven Days) by next month. 
NEWSPAPERS 
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De-Grade the 
Grading Sys.tem 
It gives you knots in the stomach, pains in the 
head, terrible remorse, and sweaty palms. If 
your best sweetheart gave you those symptoms 
with such regularity, your friends would tell 
you to dump the turkey. 
I think we should dump the grading turkey, too. 
The hell with the corporations and graduate 
schools who use college grades to decide who 
to hire. Let them make up their own tests to 
see how much you know. They can afford it. 
People in this world put in hours of study and 
work to learn carpentry, cooking, comparative 
religion, linguistics, tennis, political philosophy, 
bicycle repair, French, lead guitar, chess, 
double crostics, electrical wiring, nutrition, 
bridge, biology, and bee: keeping. And more. 
And they do it without grades. 
They do it because they've freely chosen the 
subjects (and notice that those subjects aren't 
all "relevant" or connected with "real life"). 
They do it because somewhere along the way 
their interest and curiosity awoke and grew 
and became a real heartfelt desire to learn 
something. And if they pursue that knowledge, 
they experience the most joyful work and the 
most profound satisfaction ever. And if they 
aren't able to pursue it, they feel thwarted and 
bitterly disappointed. 
Compare that with the system of learning at the 
university. You go there, and your awakened 
interests and curiosities are secondary-­
because they're probably not the Right ones. 
No one tries to get you to shake off the shadows 
of your parents; teachers; and friends' interests, 
and really think about what you're curious about. 
Instead, tpe university picks out some nice varied 
interests for you and promises to let you loose on 
what you really like in a couple of years. 
Hah. By that time they've got you so nervous 
about your blasted career that you'd deny 
yourself a whole smorgasbord of luscious ideas 
if it was spread out in front of you. And you 
know why ·you're not hungry? Because you've 
Eaten the Whole Thing! 
The Whole Thing consists of a combination of 
these beliefs: that you will surely get a highly 
paid job if you get good grades in college. That 
you will surely be happy with a highly paid job. 
That you will be unbearably miserable with a low­
paying job. That you will' certainly have to settle 
for a low-paying job, or--gasl? ! --no job at all, 
if you do not get good grades. That you are quite 
likely to starve to death if you don't acquire 
a highly paid job. That you will positively pine 
away without a new Lincoln, a Marantz amp, and 
a Fox 'n' Hounds haircut. That every respectable 
authority up to and including God believes that you 
should--yes, morally should--go to college, get 
good grades, and get a highly paid job. 
How about all that joyful work and profound 
satisfaction? Is that what you feel as you drearily 
smudge the lines of your ill-written text book with 
a 69-cent yellow magic marker to keep yourself 
from falling asleep? Is that what you feel as you 
32 
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sit in the twentieth row of a lecture hall, with your 
wet winter coat, your damp scarf, hat and gloves, 
your kleenex, five $11. 95 textbooks, your 
backpack, your Bic pens, your art portfolio, 
and three crumbling spiral notebooks that say 
"Love is ... " on the front, squished into a two by 
two space with a puke-colored ten-inch formica 
square to write on? Is that what you feel the night 
before a test? 
And finally, have you noticed your fellow students 
feeling thwarted when a class is cancelled? Have 
you seen their bitter disappointment when the 
professor says that there won't be time to discuss 
chapters ten and twelve? Have you passionately 
wished that your department would offer an even 
more advanced level of study? Probably not. 
In fact, to look at the university, you'd think that 
the most exciting thing about learning was getting 
out of it. 
What a performance this is, on the university's 
part! What secret powers, to make your stomach 
shrivel at the mention of a midterm I What 
mesmerism, t2 compel you to sit huddled in the 
same dreary place at 8 a. m. every Monday, 
Wednesday, and Friday! What sleight of hand, 
to conceal your own instincts from your concious 
mind! How do they perform such magic ? 
It's all done with grades. 
--Phoebe Caulfield 
A rree Pres 
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